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Hiram L. Tucker
Death claimed a fine man here yesterday when
Hiram L. Tucker was taken.
What greater tribute could we pay such a man
than to say that Hiram Tucker was a friend?
Possessed of a keen sense of humor, Hiram enjoyed nothing more than to engage in a goOd
natured matching of wits with his friends. Hiram
Tucker had an abiding faith in his Maker which has
stood him in good stead since he first became ill.
Hiram Tucker was a man inculcated with the
desire to serve and to serve well. He had a good
mind,a well developed sense of perception, and the
qualities which made him a sought after confidant,
counselor, and advisor.
As a Realtor, he handled a number of transactions which changed the face of the city.
He was a successful man.
Hiram Tucker was a family man. He loved his
family and was proud of each member of his
household.
His friends numbered in-the hundreds. - It was our good fortune to know Hiram Tucker
over a period of years which spanned two decades.
He was a friend to enjoy, to talk with and. to plan
with.
Hiram Tucker was one of those chosen few whose
privilege and responsibility it is to lay the groundwork for the future. He took up the gauntlet gladly,
accepting the challenge with confidence in his
ability and the knowledge that much of what he was
doing was for the benefit of future generations.
His passing away will leave a vacancy in that
strong guard that has helped to direct the city along
paths of orderly and progressive development.
Our deep sympathy is extended to his family and
his multitude of _friends.

Private Enterprise
Political and economic -liberty live or die
together. Stated another way, free enterprise
and ownership of property by private citizens is
inseparable from
representative selfgovernment. A free press depends upon the
advertising support of private enterprise. Under
the U.S. constitutional form of government, the
law is the guardian of both persons and property.
An example of what happens to political
liberty when property rights are trampled, upon
by the state is being starkly demonstrated in
Chile, a country that is nOw rapidly falling under
totalitarian Marxist rule. Industry is being
nationalized—taken over by government. And
foreign investors are becoming wary of putting
their money anywhere in Latin America. If
private enterprise dies in Chile, so does liberty.
The press will soon be nothing more than a
sounding board of dictatorship. As U.S. News &
World Report states, nationalization of industry
is automatically removing political opposition as
advertising is cut off and newspapers go into
bankruptcy.
The experience of Chile should show why, as
a' matter of principle, U.S. citizens should
support the institution of private enterprise
whether it be the local corner grocery store or a
basic industry. Where private enterprise—and a
free press—are destroyed, elections become
meaningless rituals, and oppression becomes a
way of life

Mrs **dna Bennett, age 75, died today at the home at _her Imni,
Oury Bennett, Murray Route Two
The home and contents, with the exception of a freezer, of Mr.
and Mrs. John Lassiter of Lynn Grove burned today.
Lowell Palmer,B. H Dixon, Marvin Hill, Purdom Lassiter, and
Harvey Ellis are members of the new Board of Supervisors for the
C.alloway County Soil Conservation District.
Airman Second Class Leah D Hopkins, daughter of Mr. aria
Mrs. F. L. Hopkins of Murray, is one of the 3,000 U. S. Air Force
personnel chosen to participate in the 1961 Presidential Inaugural
Parade at Washington, D. C.
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After You Read This Story,
Give It Your Own Title
My story telling dad is quite creative, but sometimes he repeats
stories. He'll listen to lust about any story, and as you already
know, there are a few he won't repeat. Well, dad has this neighbor that goes to church regularly, and likes to talk alot bout what
goes on. This friend came by the other day and said he wanted to
tell dad how smart his preacher is. (I know by experience, even
though I'm little, it helps alot if you have a smart preacher.) This
neighbor said that this preacher was the smartest fellow he ever;
saw. "Why, this man is so smart he doesn't even prepare his
sermons before Sunday preaching. He's so smart he has a subject
box right in front of the pulpit stand that he just reaches into, and
draws out a slip of paper with a subject on it, as he steps behind
the pulpit.(You see, this preacher ia smart and he wants other
folks to know it.) This preacher has asked all his members to put
in any subject that they want to hear, and he will pick it up and
preach it right then. Well, things were just fine for quite a while.
The first Sunday the preacher happened to select a slip that said
"Heaven" on it. He did a fine job preaching about heaven. The
next Sunday he happened to select a slip that said "Hell" on it. He
made hell really hot that day. The third Sunday, well, it seems
there was a wise guy in the congregation that really wanted to test
the preacher,so he had dropped in a slip that said "Constipation",
that's all just "Constipation". The smart preacher reached in and
happened to select this very one, as he stepped behind the stand.
This smart preacher wasn't phased at all. He just opened the
Bible and read where it said that Moses took the tablets and wen,t
upon the mountian alone."
Dad said to me, "This is the perfect example of one of those
stories he'd better not tell."

Deaths reported are Arch L. Stanfill, age 84, Hillard V. Kennedy, age 79, J. E.(Jim) Payne, and Mrs. Nola Ward Jackson,
age 76.
The College News, publication of the journalism department of
Murray State College, begins its 25th year of publication with the
January 15th issue.
Ray Mofield and Huron Jeffrey are president and vicepresident respectively of the Murray State College Alumni
Association.
Billy Wade Boyd of the Army Air Corps is visiting relatives
here. He will report to the West Coast where he will be in training
on a fighter.

With 110 beautifully decorated rooms. Right across the
street from Baptist Hospital and Memphis Medical
Center. Swimming Pool.
The food is exquisitely prepared and served in the congenial atmosphere of the beautiful Prime Rib Room,
and at popular prices_
Entertainment nightly in the Beale Street East Lounge.
Banquets, sales meetings, conferences are welcome at
the Sheraton and receive special attention in the beautiful, spacious Olympic and University Rooms.

For reservations or
catering call 800325-3535 in
Memphis, Tennessee
889 Union at East on
U .S. 1-1 1ways 64, 70, 79

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Friday, Jan. 15, the
15th day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The
morning
stars
are
Mercury, Venus, Jupiter and
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of Mars.
The evening star is Saturn.
the department of qommunications at Murray State Those born on this date are
under the sign of Capricorn.
University, was on the campus of
French dramatist and satiriLambuth College at Jackson,
cal comedy writer Moliere was
Tenn., Jan. 11 to lecture and
conduct seminars in -radio- born on Jan. 15, 1622.
On this date in history:
television broadcasting.
In
1831 the first practical
His appearance, which included a luncheon address, is locomotive built in America
part of a special projects term made its maiden run over the
during January in which students Charleston 8i Hamburg Railmay earn three hours credit for road in South Carolina,
the short course between the fall In 1965 Winston Churchill
went into a coma from which
and spring semesters.
Mofield, who joined the Murray he never revived. He died on
State faculty in 1964, is the only Jan. 23.
Kentuckian among 112 persons to In 1968 nearly 300 persons
be awarded the coveted CBS died in earthquakes in Western
Foundation Fellowship in elec- Sicily.
tronic journalism. He was
honored in 1957 for a series on A thought for today: Ralph
Waldo Emerson said, "The
CBS radio.
highest compact we can make
His broadcasting experience with our fellow man is 'Let
extends back to 1945 when he there be truth between at
forevermore.'"
went to WPAD-FM-AM
Paducah and rose to the position
of station manager. Mofield was
later at WCBL in Benton and
taught radio-television for five
MOVIE RATINGS
—Thomas 0.Perkins years at Southern Illinois
PARENTS AND
University.

Crosses on a muddy field,
Match stick crosses,
Whose purpose done,
Burnt black epitaphs,
Shadows crossing over,
Their own selves.

IN THE HEART OF THE MEDICAL CENTRE

MOVIEGOERS!
-Because we feel many people,
including students, would like
ki attend a movie during the
late afternoon hours . . . effective

MONDAY, JANUARY 18
Salem Cinema I WILL RUN

Continuously from 3:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
Plan Now To See . .
"Lovers and Other Strangers"

YOUNG PEOPLE
• He earned the B. A. degree at
Murray, the M. A. degree at
Columbia University and the Ph.
D degree at Southern Illinois.
One of Mofield's former
udents, Sherd' Cox of Royal
Oak, Mich., is the faculty advisor
for a new campus radio station at
Lambuth College. Cox earned the
master's degree in communications-speech at Murray
State in August of 1970.

As I try to remember
I think It was November,
Or maybe a time in September,
it couldn't have been December.
I awoke one beautiful morning
As the clock was alarming.
The leaves were falling.
Oh, how charming.
I got out of bed,
Nearly fell on my head
To see that the leaves
Looked almost dead.

Adults '1.50 till 6;00
Students-21.50 with ID, All Shows
Shows at 3:30-5:30-7:30-9:30
Doors--Open - 3:15

AU, AGES ADMITTED
General M./chances
Qa4

,
7 141%
ICTED
Under IT .1,10Iff eccompenvng
Parent or Ado, Guard.an

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
U.S. 641 NORTH
NO ONE UNDER 17 ADMITTED
rAg• lnmITay Ya,y rn (VIA, area.
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RECEIVE THIS SEAL FEED) OF THE

When they fell red, yellow, gold„ and green,
They were the prettiest tight I had ever seen.
On a rake I now lean,
Raking the leaves that were once green.

MOTION PICTURE COOE OF
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is," he a
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boys ge

SELF-AEGULATION.

—By Peggy Rogers
Kirksey School

41(
'Or
4.1k"

Lost at the Laundry
Katherine went to the neighborhood laundry to pick up her
week's wash. But the proprietor
greeted her with had news.
"We had a burglary last night,"
he saki, "and your bundles were
stolen. I'm afraid you are Just out
of luck."
-But Katherine decided -fhat he,
not she, ought to'bear the loss.
Filing _suit ,for___damages, she

pointed out that the back door of
the laundry had only the flimsiest
kind of a lock, even though the
building had been burglarized before. The eonr# found the proprietor guilty of negligence. and ordered him to pay Katherine's
claim.
When you leave clothing at
either a laundry or a dry cleaner, you are creating what the
law calls a "bailment." The corn.
pany, as the bailee, must take
reasonabls care of your belong-,
'rigs. Although not tii.biame fot
an unavoidable loss,- it is liable
for a fo:es it could fairly have
prevented
Surge the company tries to
erovetf"ftseit bi—i-riotica saying
it is not respoksible tgr losles of
ny Mgt M/s that mafl'a difference?.
!Oust courts; vs ill recognize
soriie liniltal t,. bpi n,'t a total

denial, of the company's liability.
Furthermore, a notice has no
legal effect unless it is properly
brought to public attention.
In one ease a laundry inserted
into each finished bundle a small
printed notice, placing a dollar
limit on its liability for losses.
But when a customer demanded,
payment for sor&
the company Was held liable in
full. The judge said the dollar
limit could not he part of the
bailment antract, because it was
not even mentioned when the
clething was first brought in.
On the other hand, the company too is entitled to "notice"
of what it is accepting responsibility for: In' another case, a man ,
negligently left a-ring in the pocket of a suit he sent to the cleaner.
The ring vanished, and he put in
a claim 'against the company for
But after a court hearing, his
claim was turned down. The
court said he could not blame
the company for login* what it
did not even know it had

PER
B,Kale1091411E
a
Hanna.

Joanne Woodward and Paul Newman in a scene from Paramount
Pictures' "WUSA," now at the Cheri Theatre. The story of an
Itinerant disc jockey who becomes involved with the pollticaf'
aetivities of a conservative radio station, the Technicolor.. —
Panasision attraction also stars Anthony Perkins.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
U.S.641 NORTH

Eve at 7:30 & 9:30-Also
Sat & Sun. Cont. from 2:00

IOVERS RAD
OTHER'noncoms
cip CRC L1"
COLOR
"Funny, real and touching!"i

made
_catsup,

SUPER SHEF . . .
of 1/
4 pound pure
beef hambuier,
lettuce, tomato,
pickle, onionleings and creamy dressing -all
on a giant toasted bun! Buy two and SAVE!

- Playboy Magazon•

SAL EAM

SALE ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT!

liii NHL PDS(
In memory of
KARI. LIEBKNEWM- 18-7i•
ROSA,,IAJX14114Likt; 1870
German Revoliniiim#1.
kirwa4•es-44-#4.--rsyasetwerts
Killed by Soldiers
'Party
in Berlin Street lighting /9/9

BREWSTER McCLOUD
11115-Sat---&-Sint Cant trom1A5
Students 1.50 with ID

753• 333

BURGER
CHEF

1300 Main St
Murray, Xy.

'Family Restaurantsisp======.0„).
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STANDINGS

Linemen
Kentucky Will Face
Will Hold Tennessee Saturday
On Offense

NBA Shuidhigs
By United Press International
Athuitic Division
drills.
Reg: U.S. Pat. Off.)
W. L Pct. GB
Did Hayes feel color had New York
By MILTON RICHMAN
32 15 .681 ...
anything
to
do
with his Boston
UPI Sports Writer
Defending SEC basketball guard Casey as the team's leader
26 19 .578 5
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. situation?
champion Kentucky, with a 10-2 in scoring and floor-generalship.
Philadelphia
27 21 .563 51
/
2
(UPI)—Bob Hayes isn't exactly "No," he said thoughtfully. Buffalo
season record and a perfect 4-0 in The 6-foot-4-inch Casey, after
13 35 .271 191
/
2
By MILTON RICHIWAN
what you's call a truck horse. "Not exactly. But I remember
conference play, faces three suffering leg injuries last year in
Central Division
when I was benched early in
UPI Sports Writer
He can move a little.
successive road games which an automobile accident which
W. L. Pet GB
the
get could go a long way in deter- almost cost him his basketball
season, and there was all Baltimore
MIAMI (UPI)—Don't
They used to bill the Dallas
26 18 .591 ...
fooled Sunday.
Rochester Game Flops
Cowboys' pass-catching dazzler this talk about me not signing Cincinnati
mining whether the Wildcats career, has scored 252 points in 12
19 24 .442 61
/
2 By United Press International
Don't let those offensive capture their 26th title.
as the world's fastest human my..contract and playing out Atlanta
Rochester
games.
was
a
league
city
14 32 .304 13
The National Basketball Assoand although that title has my option, I got crank calls. A Cleveland
6 45 .118 231
/
2 ciation waited too long to from 1948 until 1957 when the linemen fake you out when The Wildcats travel to Knox- Casey's 1,327 career points
you're sitting there watching ville, Saturday, Jan. 16, for an place him Ilth top scorer-in UK
become passed by now you lot of 'em.
Midwest Division
return to Toronto but it didn't Royals were shifted to CincinWife Takes It in Stride
probably can still count the
W. L. Pct. GB wait long enough before going nati but the NBA has periodi- the Super Bowl game on TV. afternoon televised game with history and only 17-points behind
cally scheduled games there
number of people on one hand "My wife ,would go shopping Milwaukee
rugged Tennessee.
the great Frank Ramsey. Casey
35 7 .833 ... back to Rochester.
Those offensive linemen hold.
who can beat him in a flat out and people would tell her she Detroit
A week later, Jan. 23, the this year has passed such
31 16 .660 81
/
2 Toronto is the place where ever since the Royals moved. It
They're not supposed to, but
should be back in Africa picking Chicago
100 today.
27 18 .600 9/
Wildcats take on LSU at Baton illustrious names in Kentucky
1
2 the first NBA game was played may be a while before the
they all do.
league
schedules
a
BuffaloAnyway Bob Hayes, who cotton. She took it in stride and Phoenix
Rouge, and travel to Tuscaloosa, basketball tradition as Bill
g 27 21 .563,11 back in 1946 but the franchise
Roy Hilton, the Baltimore Monday, Jan. 25, for a game with Lickert, Wallace (Wah Wahl
knows Mickey Mantle, found I'm proud of her. Some smallPacific Division
folded at the end of that Portland game there again, Colts' defensive end,
verifies surprising Alabama.
1,339 fans
Jones, Vernon Hatton and Bill
himself in the same Dallas minded people felt I was asking
W. L Pct. GB season. The NBA didn't decide however. Only
that. He ought to know. He has Coach Adolph Rupp has used Spivey.
restaurant not so long ago and for a million dollars. Well I'm Los Angeles
25 19 .568 ... to schedule another league showed up to see the two
he was anxious to get up, walk not asking for a million dollars. San Francisco 25 23 .521 2 game there until Thursday expansion teams as Buffalo to play against those offensive four different starting comlinemen.
over and chat with the one-time Not anything like that."
binations in an effort to find the LIGHT-HEAVY TITLE
San Diego
23 24 .489 3/
1
2 night when the Cincinnati scored a 119-113 triumph.
Bob Hayes makes one thing Seattle
Yankee slugger.
In
other
action,
Detroit
edged
22 2A, .468 41
/
2 Royals played a -home" game
"All great offensive linemen most effective unit, and apYORK (UPI)—Top
NEW
Mantle wasn't far away. Only plain. He thinks the world of Portland
16 32 .333 11 against Los Angeles ha the Cleveland 108-106, Chicago are great holders," Hilton says, parently has settled on forwards ranked light-heavyweight JimTom
Landry,
the
Cowboys'
15-20 yards at most. But he was
to_pped Philadelphia' 1011-103, putting a bit of extra emphasis tarry_•Steele 1Sr. 13.5Y,__ Teen
Thursday's Results
Canadian city.
my Dupree and second-ranked _--_,---_0with his wife, Marilyn, and they coach, even though Landry Detroit 108 Cleveland 106
Parker, (Jr. 17.5), center Tom Vincente Rondon signed conIt was obvious the Canadians Phoenix downed New York 1-07- on the word great.
benched
him
for
five
games
topped
Baltimore
88
and
guard
and Seattle
were in the middle of their
Phoenix 107 New York 88
Payne, (Soph. 15.9),
had missed pro basketball as
tracts Thursday to meet Feb.
"They have great quick Mike Casey, (Sr. 21.0).
meal so Bob Hayes didn't go this past season.
Los Ang 126 Cincinnati 120
11,589 fans showed up to watch 114-110.
15 in Caracus, Venezuela, for
"I think Tom and I have one Chicago 108 Mile 103
over. "I didn't because I know
the Lakers beat Cincinnati 126- Jerry West scored 33 points hands and this is the only way The other guard post has seen a Bob Foster's vacated title.
offensive
great
become
they
Chamberlain
added
30
between
Kent
exactly how it is," says of the best relationships in Buffalo 119 Portland 1111.
and
Wilt
running
battle
120.
Foster was stripped of his title
to give the Lakers the victory linemen. What makes a 'great' Hollenbeck,(Jr. 13.1), and Terry
America's former Olympic gold sports," he says. "I respect Seattle 114 Baltmore 120by the World Boxing Associahim
as
a
coach
and
as
a
man."
over the Royals. Veteran holder is he's able to hold and Mills, (Sr. 8.3), the team's
medalist. "I didn't want to
(Only games scheduled)
tion for failing to defend in an
Hayes led all Dallas pass
Johnny Green paced the losers get away with it. They do quite leading shooter with 59.5 percent
listrub him. As much as I wanted
Friday's Games
appropriate amount of time.
a bit of it.
with 27.
to talk with him I didn't go over." receivers this season with 34 Atlanta at Boston
from the field. Rather than harm
catches for 889 yards, an Cincinnati at Milwaukee
Buffalo closed the gap on
team unity, the pair seems ac- LOMBARDI TOURNEY
The particular incident is average of 26.1 yards per catch
'`-"An offensive tackle may
Portland in the "expansion
Chicago at Philadelphia
tually to complement one
MILWAUKEE UPI —A celecited simply to demonstrate the and 10 touchdowns.
hook
his
arms
around
derby" by knocking off the come and
Baltimore at San Diego
another, with the master brity golf tournament named in
degree of sensitivity which is
enough
to
stop
long
you
just
The Cowboys aren't likely to Detroit at Buffalo
Trail Blazers. Buffalo now has
strategist Rupp sensing which is
honor of the late Vince
looked inside an individual like let somebody like that get
your charge, and before the
:Only games scheduled)
13 victories while Portland has
to have the hot hand at a given Lombardi will be held here
Bob Hayes, who is completing away.
a
flag
your
pass
official
throws
16. Bob Kauffman scored 30
moment.
June 25, it was announced
his sixth season with the
rush is stopped and he looks
By CHARLIE SMITH
Hayes is amused by the
points for Buffalo.
Not surprising has been the Thursday. Proceeds will be
Cowboys and playing out his people who say all he has is
your great
This
is
what
great.
ABA Standings
UPI Sports Writer
Cleveland's No. 7—Almost
emergence oftwo-time All-SEC
earmarked for cancer research.
option with them.
offensive lineman has to do."
By United Press Interned's&
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI)—
speed.
e hapless Cleveland CavaHayes Feels Underpaid
East
Thursday was a long and
"What in hell more do you
s, who've won only six
He's doing that because need?" he laughs. "Speed is
W. L. Pct. GB memorable day for Dan De- games all year, made a bid for That's terrible. What does
they're paying him $32,000 and the greatest asset you can have Virginia
32 14
vine, the University of Missouri their seventh victory as they Roy Hilton do about things like
TO THE PEOPLE OF THE FAXON—ALMO SCHOOL
because he feels he has been in this game. On a man-to-man Kentucky
27 20 .574 5/
1
2 football program and the Green led Detroit by 16 points in the that?
DISTRICT:
underpaid for years, which is situation I'd say it counts for 90 New York
18 24 .429 12 Bay Packers.
third period. Detroit never led "If a guy holds me I go tell
probably true. He also believes per cent."
2027 .426 121
Carolina
/
2 The man many thought would in the game—until Jimmy
Permit me to thank each of you for your cooperation during
an official," he said. "I'll say
he's worth $70,000, which is Only 90?
2029
Pittsburgh
.408 13/
1
2 never-leabe left. And he took Walker's jumper with four
the past four years in helping to build a better school system
'watch
No
78,
he's
holding.'
By
something the Cowboys will "I was just giving a defensive Floridians
18 30 .375 15 with him a 16-year college seconds remaining gave the
in Calloaaftounty.
the same token I'll go at him
have to decide by May 1 or back the benefit of any doubt,"
West
coaching record—three at Ari- Pistons the come-from-behind
As we enter a new term of office, I would like to express my
one way then come back at him
give up their claim on him.
W.
L.
Pct.
GB
Missouri—of
zona
State,
13
at
Bob Hayes 'explained. "If you
appreciation for your vote of confidence for electing me
triumph.
another.
If
he
holds
me
real
down
here
Before he" Came
30 14
120 victories, 40 losses and Bob Love scored 27 points
want to go technical I'd say Utah
without opposition.
bad and makes me angry I'll
for next Sunday's Super Bowl speed counts 100 per cent."
28 15 .651 11
Indiana
/
2 eight ties.
During the next four years my best efforts will be devoted
and Jerry Sloan added 22 as try to take his head off with my
game with Baltimore it was If you want to get technical, Memphis
24 22 .522 7
Devine, 46, accepted the dual Chicago turned back Philadelin working with you in promoting the best possible school
hands.
said in Dallas that if Bob Hayes it does.
Denver
17 26 .395 12/
1
2 job of general manager and phia. 'Bailey Howell paced the
system in Calloway County.
left Miami still unsigned he was
16 n .356 141
Texas
/
2 head cooach of the Green. Bay losers with 22.
„If any time I can be of service, always feel free to call on
"I go at him with the head
a cinch not to be back with the
Thursday's Results
Packers.
me.
Phoenix, which had lost 13 slap. I ..try not to complain to
Cowboys next seas"), Sincerely,
Pittsburg 121 Kentucky 111
The shock that swept the straight to the Knicks, held the the officials too much. I just
College Basketball Results Carolina 133 Floridians 130
'That's not quite true," says
Missouri campus did
not five New York ttarters to 49 try to knock the offensive
the 27-year-old wide receiver. By United Press International Utah 116 Memphis 102
Robert H. Ross
evaporate quickly. But specula- points while providing the
lineman loose, you know what I
"I love Dallas, the town and
School Board_Mernber
(Only games scheduled)
tion immediately arose concern- victory. Phoenix won the first mean? sometimes it works,
everything. First of all I came
AhnsaigiiiRchsel Istria
East
Friday's Games
ing Devine's successor. Because game it ever played against sometimes not."
down here for the Super Bow
acuse 106 Lafayette 92
Pittsburgh at New York
of the Feb. 9 Btg Eight letter- New York but hadn't won since.
game, not to talk about my
Virginia at Indiana
of-intent signing date, Missouri
contract. So I'm not going to do
Denver vs. Carolina
South
was expected to act quickly and
it. There's nothing different No Carolina 92 Clemson 72
at Greensboro, N.C. dip within the ranks of Devine's
assistant coaches to name a
about my contract. I haven't Furman 101 Richmond 77
Utah at Texas
spoken to them (the Cowboys) Georgia Tech 90 Auburn 81
(Only games scheduled)
new head coach.
Devine, as athletic director
about it since July so my Miss St 72 Florida 58
situation is the same. I'll only
and football coat and with
say this: I feel a ballplayer
tenure as a full professor, had
Midwest
ARTISTS' AWARDS
should get what he's worth." Notre Dame 95 Detroit U. 79
NEW YORK (UPI —Veteran a base pay scale of $26,000 at
cartoonist Willard Mullin, box- Missouri. But side benefits
Southwest
Bob Hayes pauseclia moment.
ing publicist John Condon and probably boosted his earnings
"Regardless of what color he SMU 88 Okla City 80
former heavyweight champion to between $40,000 and $45,000.
He did not say what the
Is," he added, sitting up against W Texas St 72 New Mex St 67 Jack Dempsey will be honored
Packers would pay him, but
a wire fence at Yankees
Jan. 26 at the
National
West
Stadium here where the CowCartoonists Society's annual said it was a five-year contract.
"Five years is a fair amount
boys go' through their daily Utah St 90 Portland St 67
sports night.
of time to get the job done," he
said. "That's fair to both
parties."

Lakers Beat Cincinnati
126-120 In Toronto Game

Dan Devine
To Coach at
Green Bay
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They need new homes
an'd all are new car trade mill

1969 TOYOTA 2-door Sprinter. Air-conditioner.
*
1968 V.W.fastback.
f
r
1968 V.W.11irman Ghia Convertible.
*
1968 V.W. 2-door. Two of these!
*
1967 MERCURY Montclair 2-dook Hardtop.,Air-conditioner._,
*
*. 1967 PONTIAC Catalina 4-door.. Air-conditioner.
1967 PONTIAC GTO. 4-speed.
*
PONTIAC GTO. 4-speed.
1966
*
1961 PONTIAC LeMans 2-door Hardtop. Automatic, power.
4(
* ,, 1966 PONTIAC LeMans 2-door Hardtop. Bucket seats.
* ' 1966 CADLAC Fleetwood Brougham. Air-conditioner.
1966 CHEVROLET Super Spo;t1.,
*
1966 MERCURY Comet 4-door. Air-conditioner.
1965 V.W. 2-door. Two of these!
t
— 1965 RAMBLER Station Wagon. Air-conditioner.
1965 FOROI-door Hardtop.
t
1965 DODGE '4-door.
T,
19654MC Piritii*_ _1;
,
1964 CHEVELLE Cdoor. 6-cylinder, standard.
7`
: 1964 RAMBLER Station Wagon. .
1963 PONTIAC Station Wagon. Air-conditioner.
1962 FORD Fairbne 500 4-door. V-8.
i
1960 FORD Falcon 2-door.

Memphis
Pros

By United Press International
Glen Combs and Ron Boone
have begun to pay dividends for
the Utah Stars.
Combs and Boone, acquired
from Texas last week in
exchange for Don Freeman,
combined for 41 points Thursday night as the Stars downed
the Memphis Pros 116-102.
The victory stretched Utah's
Western Division lead to 11
/
2
games over idle Indiana. Zelmo
Beaty also had 21 points for the
stars and George Stone had 20
while Charlie Williams' 29-point
petformance was high for
Memphis.
In the only other American
Basketball Association action
Thursday night, the Pittsburgh
Condors beat the Kentucky
Colonels 121-111 and the C,arelina Cougars edged the Floridians 133-130
Stew Johnson had 30 points
and Skeeter Swift a career high
29 as the Condors rallied to
beat Kentucky. Pittsburgh outscored the Colonels 32-16 in the
final quarter to win.
George Lehmann's two foul
shots with four seconds left
clinched the Cougars' victory
over the, Floridians. Stack
Calvin,. the league's leading
scorer, had 39 points for the
Floridians. While Joe Caldwell,
whb . won a court decision
earlier in the day_ enabling turn
PlibArr33:41361--:--752=4982 -* to stay with Carolina, led the
Cougars with 36

BUY ONE ,TODAY
, AT ' • •
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Katcher ,Auto S- aiet;Inc. 1:

515 So.- 12th—STreet
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This Month

Transmission
Reseal

$1

Plus Parts for

Most

Cars and Trucks

We carry a complete line of transmission parts
and rebuilt transmissions for most cars.
Free Pickup and Delivery
OWNERS: JOE HODGES
GORDON SCOTT

Capitol
Transmission
401 No. 4th - Mtmay, K

?hone 753-9730
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Secretary no gem
to his wife
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My very efficient secretary, who had been
with me for 12 years, retired.
After several weeks of interviews, our daughter sent a
26-year-old former college friend of hers to apply for the
position. Tho very plain, she appeared to be personable,
competent and well-groomed, so I hired her. In the past
months she has shown promise of developing into a top-notch
secretary. Meanwhile my wife is furious with my daughter
for sending this girl over and she's angry with me for hiring
her. The reason, the girl is well endowed and she goes
braless.
Good secretaries are at a premium, and I mean to keep
this one, short of breaking up my home. Her going braless
doesn't bother me, and besides, I feel it is her business and
nobody else's. By the way, our own daughter [who is equally
well endowed) goes braless, too, but this doesn't bother my
wife. Now, what do you think, Abby?
NO HANKY PANKY IN PORTLAND
DEAR NO HANKY: Tell year wile to run the bone and
to let you ran your office. Better • braless secretary than one
7• who's brainless.
DEAR ABBY: My boy friend grew a beard and it looks
crunimy. The hair on his head is brown, and his beard grew
in red! Also, it's very uneven and it looks like moths got into
it in spots. He knows it looks funny, and be knows I don't like
it, but he won't shave it off because to him it's a symbol of
his independence, and he knows his parents hate it. It is for
this reason that I don't ask him to please get rid of it, altho I
wish he would.
Is there some way I can get him to shave it off without
making h,m feel he would be yielding to those who have bees=
LISA
bugging him about it!
DEAR LISA: Having made year preference know.. say
no more. People. like beards. grow. And one day your boy
friend might outgrow Use need to eking to something wily
because he knows his parents don't like it.
DEAR ABBY For years. whenever my husband and I
have had a quarrel, he has written his side of it to his
mother, and she in return has sent [addressed to both of tad
acid letters, condemning me and blaming me for ruining her
son's happiness For about a year I have refused to read her
letters, so my husband has been reading these letters aloud
to our children, ages 8, 13, and 16.
I have always felt that husband-wife quarrels, no matter
how trivial, were private, so I have tried not to quarrel in
front of our children. And I certainly would not think of
writing to my parents about our differences. I've tried to get
this across to my husband without success. He claims that
parents should know bow their children's lives are, and that
our children are old enough to realize that not only "he"
thinks I am in the wrong all the time.
The children ask me questions about their grandmother's
letters, and I don't know what to do about the whole mess.
FED UP
DEAR FED: Some counseling from a competent.
Impartial third party might improve year marriage. If It
doesn't, your alternative is I. clear out and take the Antes
with you. Suggest that to your basbaad. If you continue to
hang around while be tries to punish you in the manner you
describe, it's a toss-up as to who's sicker—you or year
husband.
What's year problem you'll feel better if you get it off
your chest Write to 4BBY. Bet Mee. LAS Aageles Cal.
110140 F or a persamal reply carbide stamped. addressed
eevelope
For Abby's booklet. "How le Have a Lardy Weddle."
mead Si to abby, l.a 0791. Los Angeles. Cal. MID.

Milk drink
Are there adults in your
family who will not drink
milk at mealtime' Try this
beverage at breakfast to
help them get their needed
quota of milk for the day. I.
a saucepan bring one cup
water to boil. Add two tacoffee
instant
blespoons
powder'Vnd stir to dissolve.

Add one cup milk and two
teaspoons sugar, heat to
serving temperature. Beat
until foamy. Pour into
cups; sprinkle with nutmeg
and cinnamon. Makes two
cups.

MURRAY
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1Mrs. Myrtle Cayce
Hostess For Meet
Marilyruie Wasielewski, POW
Club
Pleasant, N. J., open in the Pottertown

Mr&-lainey Lovins
Opens Home For
Nei/ Concord Meet

Aire.J.B.Bsokeee . . .

Phoebe 753-1117 sr 733-11.117

Vopfir;mxp

Children's Theatre "The
Exhibition Hall, Price Doyle Fine The home of Mrs. Myrtle
Mrs. Rainey Loving was
Wizard Of Oz" at Murray State
Arts Building, Murray State, and Cayce, 905 Coldwater Road, was hostess for the meeting of the
continues.
will continue until January 29. No the scene of the meeting of the New Concord Homemakers Club
charge and the public is invited. Pottertown Homemakers Club held at her home on Wednesday,
Old Gray Mare Debate
held on Wednesday, January 13, January 13, at one-thirty o'clock
Tournament will start at 10:30
ten o'clock In the morning.
at
Tuesday,
11
January
in the afternoon.
and Mrs. T. Wayne
Dr.
a.m. in Wilson Hall, Murray State
Pam Cook, daughter of "Furniture Selection" was the Beasley of Murray Route Tut are
Miss
-Christian
The
Women's
University. No charge and the
Fellowship of the First Christian Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Cook, was a subject of the interesting and the parents of a baby girl, Aubrey
public is invited.
Church will meet at the church at guest of the club and showed informative lesson presented by Layne, weighing six pounds five
ten a.m. with the program by slides explaining furniture styles, Mrs. Curtice Cook.
ounces, born on Monday,
Junior-Senior Recital of Lynn
construction, and materials to The leader said a person should January 11, at 9:16 a.m, at the
George Hart.
Armstrong, Milan, Tenn., Mrs.
furlook for in the selection of
consider her needs and select Murray -Calloway County
clarinet, and Benny Hayes,
The Coldwater Homemakers niture.
with extreme care as furniture is Hospital.
Sturgis, baritone horn, will be at
Club will meet with Mrs. Hill The main lesson on "Furniture a long time investment.
They have two other daughters,
the Recital Hall, Price Doyle
Selection" was presented by Mrs. Mrs. W. T. Kingins gave the Canna Kay, age eleven, and
Adams at one p.m.
Fine Arts Building, at 4:30 pan.
Voiene Roberts a* Mrs. Lucy devotion and Mrs. Charlie Amanda Kayne, age eight. The
No charge.
Circle lot the WSCS of the First Alderdice.
Stubblefield, president, presided father is a professor in the history
United Methodist Church will Mrs. Louise Short gave the at the meeting.
department of Murray State
meet at the social hall of the landscape notes on "Budgeting
Saturday, January 16
The minutes, financial report, University.
For Outside Improvements".
church at two p.m.
and roll call were by Mrs. T. R. Grandparents are Mrs. Audie
"The Wizard of Oz", Chikken's
The president, Mrs. Alderdice, Edwards. Each member an- Beasley of Dickson, Tenn., and
Theatre production. will be at
The WSCS of the Martin's presided and read a letter from 5- swered the roll call with "a trait I Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Orange of Old
Murray State. Admission is fifty Chapel United Methodist Church Sgt. Ray M. Harvey of Vietnam can acquire throughout the new
Hickory,
cents.
will meet at the home of Mrs. thanking the Pottertown Club for year to make myself a better
the ditty bag he received at friend to those around me".
Louise Bynum at seven p.m.
Christmas. Other ditty bags were During the social hour Mrs.
Old Gray Mare Debate
Tournament will be held the 'The Music Department of the also made by the club members. Lovins, assisted by Mrs. Linus
shredPanning—cooking
second day at Murray State Murray Woman's Club will have Mrs. Bessie Colson gave the Spiceland, a guest, served ded or sliced vegetables in
John
from
reading
devotion
meeting
dinner
potluck
a
at
the
is
refreshments.
University. The topic
a small amount of fat and
"Resolved, That the Federal club house at 6:30 p.m. Hostesses 15:12-17 and the thought, "The Other members present, not water on top of the range
Government Should Adopt A will be Mesdames Charles Magic of Life Is Love For One previously mentioned, were Miss --is a good way to prepare
Erin Montgomery, Miss Mary snap beans, cabbage, carProgram of Comulsory Wage and anions, Josiah Darnall, Keith Another".
Hays, James Carlin, 1,..eo Blair, The minutes and roll call were Montgomery, Mesdames H. A. rots, corn, spinach and
Price Controls."
Millard Carman, Harold Gish, by Mrs. Clifton Roberts. Mrs. Brantley, Edward R. Hagan,I. B. summer squash.
Lurene Cooper directed songs Mayfield, W. D. McCuiston, Noel
James Lassiter.
and
A country music show will be
and contests during the Smith, and John Livesay.
held at the Almo School, sponThe Baptist Women of the First recreational period. Sunshine The February 10th meeting at
sored by the Almo PTA. The
Church will meet at the friends were revealed and names one p.m. will be held at the home
Baptist
doors will open at 5:45 p.m. and
• of Mrs. I. B. Mayfield.
were drawn for this year.
five bands will be featured. A church at nine a.m.
At the noon hour a potluck
country ham will be given away
The Dorothy Group of the First luncheon was served.
and refreshments will be sold.
Baptist WMS will meet at the Others present, not previously
were Mesdames
Chapter M of PEO Sisterhood home of Mrs. Durwood Beatty, mentioned,
Katie Overcast,
Geurin,
Gussie
Avenue,
the
Farris
following
at
noon
12
at
luncheon
will have a
--Give hamburgers a touch
Overcast, Blancht-Liriiiii,
the home of Mrs. Henry general meeting at the church at, Patye
of elegance. Serve them
Wohlhart,
Lillis
Hopson,
Mellie
a.m.
nine
atop toasted buttered EngMcKenzie with Mrs. W. J. PitAlfrod,
Iva
Somers,
Louise M.
lish muffins and crown
man as cohostess. Mrs. Olga
Freeman will present the Murray Assembly No. 19 Order Elizabeth Ross+ _land Rpth them ..with a flavorful gm.
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet Weston.
sauteed shced
of
nish
program.
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. The next meeting will be held mushrooms.
Wednesday, February 10, at ten
Sunday, January 17
New officers will be installed.
a.m. at the Holiday Inn.
The Executive Board of the
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
Murray Women's Bowling The executive board of the
TRADE WITH
Association will meet at 3:30 p.m. Kirksey School PTA will meet at
at the Triangle Inn. All board the home of Mrs. James Harrison
Why is chicken and turmembers should attend as well as at one p.m
key recommended for
any other interested members.
USDA
watchers'
Plans for the city tournament will The WSCS of the Russells weight
lists poultry as an excellent
Chapel United Methodist Church
be discussed.
source of high-quality proMurray, Ky.
753-5273
will meet at the church.
tein, with the amino acids
',Am P,R9EIT ,
LARGE yfaxmc
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Duncan of
and
growth
essential to
Our
aunt
Business"
"ServIe.e
Allen Park, Mich., will be Senior Recitals of Gareth health.
provides
Poultry
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SE US ON A
honored on their golden wedding Hardin,Salem,clarinet, and Tom many other essential nuNEW OR USED CAR
anniversary with a reception at Harrigan, Murray, French Horn, trients including iron. guathe Murray Woman's Club house will be held at the Recital Hall, rani, nboflavin, and niacin.
from two to four p.m. All Price Doyle Fine Arts Building,
relatives and friends are invited. Murray State at eight p.m No
charge and the public is invited.
The BME recital of Sue
Wednesday, January 20
Mansfield, Timonium, Md.,
piano, and Lyle Hamm, The Nature's Palette Gaeclen
„
Philmont, N. Y., French horn, Club will meet with Mrs. Kenton
will be at three p.m. at the recital Miller at 1:30 p.m.
hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
."4*
""
IIIIIII"
•
•
•
t
Building, Murray State. No The Wadesboro Homemakers
_
.
Club
will
at
meet
borne
the
of
invited.
is
public
the
charge and
Mrs. Clinton Burchett at 10:30
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Hayden a.m.
1!..""`"4",,,wilorr•-;
Bogard will have an open house
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
at their home on Murray Route
Three from two to four p.m. in the United Daughters of the'
celebration of their golden Confederacy will'hive the Leewedding anniversary. All friends Jackson-Maury annual luncheon
at the Holiday Inn at 12 noon.
and relatives are invited.

Trynning

English accent

aik
ant
pi§
GET
ATTENTIO

WW list

PARKER FORD INC.

Women's Society Of
Good Shepherd Has
Special Meeting
The Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church met on Tuesday, January
12, in observance of a call to
prayer and self denial.
The group joined women
throughout the United Methodist
Church in a time for special
prayer and giving for United
States and overseas mission.
Mrs. Libby Mahan presented
the program on "An Instrument
of Peace". Assisting Mrs. Mahan
were Mesdames Reba Miller, Lee
Lassiter, Dorothy Dunn, Esther
Olia Lassiter, Katherine
Wilson, Mary Ridings, Emma
Knight, and Alice Knight.

Riley, Murray, and Dan Brown, Mrs.0, J. Jennings opened her
PellvIlle, open in the Kappa Pi home for the meeting of the
room, Fine Arts Buildiing, Suburban Homemakers Club
Murray State, and will .continue held Monday, January 11, at
until January n. No charge and seven o'clock in the evening.
The club president, Mrs.
the public is invited.
PERSONALS
Holmes Dunn, presidEd. Mrs.
Bill Cain of Murray has been a Senior Art Shows- of Susan Max Farley gave the devotion
and reading Matthew 7:7-12, "Ask
Louisville,
patient at Lourdes Hospital, Adams,
and it shall be given you ". The
Paducah.
thought was "By faith Abraham
went out, not knowing whither he
went."
The roll call was answered by,
1 Home of
each member giving "a trait
that I can acquire throughout the
new year to make myself a better
FREE!
Little Pirates Uncle-6
friend to those around met'.
The lesson on "Basic. Furniture" was given by Mri Varro
Pinthrs 6-12 Token Chow SO'
Clark. She stressed the importance of buying furniture to fit
the needs of your particular
family. Mrs. Clark also
suggested one should gather
information, ask questions,
Thru Jan. 17th
consider long range needs and
goals, and get as many desirable
features as possible when buying
furniture.

--SPEC A L
CARRY OUT
ORDERS
753-4141

CATFISH FILET '1.75
Extra
Select

OYSTERS '2.25

Join the Crowd at the "Kitchen"

Captain's
Highway 641 North. Murray,-Ky.

Mrs Dunn gave a report on a
Homemakers Council meeting
held Monday in the home of Mrs.
Vandal Wrather, home agent,
where plans for the Homemakers
Annual Day were discussed

The

efone.
hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting-acquainted in nest
surroundings and make'
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again. She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood businesi and civic leaders.
Call

Linda Adams

Phone 753-2378
Myrtle Mae Grogan
753-1365
The Most
Famous Basket
in the World

4e,
WWI

The next meeting will be held in
the borne of Mrs. Lentil] Rogers,
,1714 Miller Avenue, on Monday,_
February 8, at seven p.m. Wirs,w
;Harry Russell will be tfe8
oth,qess

Datsun makes
three automatics
Discover why
Dalsun power
really makes
a difference!'

Now you can go with a 3-speed automatic in a
Datsun 2 door, 4 door. or Wagon
Drive a Datsun Automatic then Decide

AUTOMATIC —COLUMN-MOWED.(AVM)REAbll OPERATE

Lassiter-McKinne
Datsun

—
SOuth 12th St.
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Suburban Club Has
Meeting In Home
Of Mrs. Jennings
Senior Art Shows of Margaret

Pa
Sc

SrITT,

Atr1111

Monday. January 18
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Richard Armstrong at ten amt. A
potluck luncheon will be served.
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Parents Help To Change
School For The Better
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Cooperative Conference
To Be On January 21-22

Leong did was extend the lunch
period from 35 minutes to 65
minutes and
make "funlearning" activities available.
"When: I got here, the
youngsters
were warehoused in
By RUTH YOUNGBLOOD make Hawaii proud.
the cafeteria during lunch," she LOUISVILLE, Ky.— recognition in recent years, inHONOLULU (UP!) —Young
Road To Recovery
said. Realizing that they needed
from volves young Kentuckians in an
sters, high on glue, louriced
The road to recovery began a respite from classes, parents Agricultural leaders
throughout Kentucki will be in in-depth study of the American
the hallways, daring teachers when Mrs. June Leong became
as a starter were invited to
for the private enterprise system.
"do something about it."
principal and had the courage conduct a wide range of lunch Louisville January 21-22
19th Kentucky Cooperative A business meeting will follow
Gangs roamed the grounds, to acknowledge the problems
period activities, including Conference.
the breakfast at 9 a.m. The
terrorizing students and !acid she found and to ask for
sports, bridge lessons, fishing, The conference, conducted by meeting will include the review of
members.
parents' help.
camera and pet clubs.
the Kentucky Cooperative the Council's reorganization;
Beatings and hijacking
"Many of the youngsters had
Open Doors
Council, will be held at the caucuses to nominate council
directed at members of minori motivational difficulties," she
"Vie principal has to open
directors; and election and
ty groups were common.
said. "Their feelings accumu- the doors and want parents Executive Inn.
Featured speakers will include presentation of the Council's
If this sounds like school is lated to a point where they
involved," Mrs. Leong said. Dr. Glenwood Creech, vice board.
there anything you can do to couldn't handle them.
"For us, they supervise the
relations Walter Brown will close the
change it?
"They tuned school out, so we (non-class) activities* but tlytir president for university
at the University of Kentucky; conference with a_talk entitled,
Stevenson Intermediate Scbool had to find a way to tune them
main reason for giving up t5eir Dr. Eric Thor, administrator of "Our Challenges
and New Opin Honolulu was plagued with just back in."
time and coming is to show the Farmer Cooperative Service,
portunities."
such frightening problems until a
they care about the)
(students U. S. Department of Agriculture; The conference will adjourn at
group of parents became part of a Stevenson is a city school
and the school."
-•,/ -Tommy Bell, attorney and 10:30 a.m. January 22.
special program designed to turn drawing on youngsters of many
Each day a number of professional football official; and
a bad school into a good one.
racial and economic back- cooperating parents just walk
Federal In- A HITCH IN TIME
grounds. Mrs. Leong believes around the grounds, getting to Walter Brown,
Bank of TilING, England (UPI)—
Credit
termediate
Stevenson's success story could know the students.
Embarrassed civi leaders WedLouisville.
In two years, thanks to the be imitated wherever concerned
Mrs. Leong has found that
Another highlight will be a nesday canceled plans for a full
program, Stevenson has gone parents and school administramost of the 1,350 seventh, review of the reorganization of year of celebrations marking
from a school described by a tors join forces in a similar
eighth, and ninth graders do the Kentucky Cooperative the 1,400th anniversary of the
state legislator as a "bloody program.
partpipate in the activities Council. The reorganization was founding of the town. A local
disgrace" to cne which can One of the first things Mrs.
offered. "But they don't have approved following an extensive historian informed them that
too" she said. "I realize that evaluation of the structure and she could find no mention of the
young people need time to be future of the Council, which town before -1006. She said the
by themselves, too, just to promotes the cooperative person who said he had found
an earlier mention was in
movement in Kentucky.
In the 1968-69 school year, 103 The conference will begin at 9 error.
students were suspended. The a.m. Thursday, January 21, with
figure dropped to six the year registration, to be followed by an
after Mrs. Leong
became 11:45 a.m. luncheon. Dr. Creech
principal and
the
parent- will be the featured speaker a
participation program went into the
19701
luncheon, and
action.
Cooperative Council President'
"There is a tenure of Davis Gatlin will follow Dr
happiness here now," the princiCreech with a report on Cowie!,
pal said. "Disciplinary prob- activities.
lems are
rare
and
the
After a recess, Dr. Thor
atmosphere of fear is gone."
speak at 2 p.m. on the subjet
"Why Do We Need Co-Ops?"
At 2:45 p.m., a panel discussion
on "How We Handle Personnel
GENERAL KILLED
Recruitment and Development"
SAIGON (UPI)—South Viet- will be
moderated by Wendell C..
*mama* air force fighterHinkley of the University of
bombers killed a North Vietna- Kentucky.
mese army general in an air
A banquet is scheduled at 6:30
strike last month during the p.m.
January 21, with Tommy
battle to lift the siege of the Bell
addressing himself to the
Cambodian city of Kompong topic of "Tiger
By The Tail."
Cham, military sources said
Activities on Friday, January DEATH SENTENCE — Albert
Monday.
rl, will begin with a 7 a.m. break- Ndongirpo (above), 44, an
South Vietnamese paratroo- fast and a program
featuring African Roman Catholic
pers said they had positive discussion
Still #LF-1
of the 1971 youth bishop, was sentenced -to
MatiA
identification of the body of
death by a firing squad in
(I. tar.) Michael J. Pollard, Lauren Hutton and Robert Redford Gen. Muoi Tri, former com- program co-sponsored by the
Council
and a public place in Yaounde,
portray three young people involved in the exciting world of mander of the "257A Re- Cooperative
University of Kentucky College of Cameroun, on charges he
121044W cycle racing in Paramount Pictures' "Uttle Fauss and Big
giment" of the 5th Viet Cong Agriculture. The
President
youth,program, • plotted to kill
Malay," Now at the Capri Theatre.
division.
Ahrnadow,IAlsidio..
Which has received isktiona4 • •

.ifynurrtti.you'llrnake usiiery
sad.
. . Because we've troubled ourselves no end to hide it from
, you.
' Our quest for the invisible
Volkswagen took us all the way
to Turin, Italy.
- Where we asked the famous
Ghio Studios to design us a
...sporty Italian hocly.
They did.
Theivirowings clutched tight:
ly in bond, we secretly prowled
about Europe for the best coach
builder we could find.
Success. To the Kormann
Coachworks of Osnabruck we
handed over Ghia's sketches
withlhe injunction:

"Make it beautiV: 10 r e Ise.1
•• •
They did.
They welded And burnished.
And sculpted. And sanded. And
painted.
Until they hod shaped in steel
what Ghia had shaped in pencil.

. Smug in the knowledge that
nobody cOuld ever mistake this
beautiful car for a Volkswagen,
we mosle..it a Volkswagen.
By concealing our air-cooled
engine in bock: (for better traction.)
And making it go about 26
miles on just one gallon.
Then ws gave this Voilawogen its fin& disguise:
We named it the Karmonn
Ghia

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
800

Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
A.M. 111 5 P.M. •
Open Mon. thru Sat.

730

Our Annual January Clearance
NOW

UNDERWAY!!

If You Are Looking For Bargains Buckingham Ray Is The Place To Shop!!

CASUAL SLACKS

WINTER COATS

.

Regular $50.00 to $425.00

_..30 percent off

$3.00 pr.
30 percent off

One Group
Others

SHOES
1 group
Others Reduced

I Rack

tt

I/2

$10.00
40 percent to SO percent

Regular $75.00 to $130.00

Now $37.50 to $75.00

Price

SPORT COATS
Regular $40.00 to 870.00

SWEATERS

4ltI'

0
ak4
01/41111/"
144.117.4iN7s,

111:11
*
41
tftiOirlYSO

Values to $30.00

"„ts
/41.11.°*
_

30 percent off

Regular $16.00

.Now $6.00

Regular $26.00

_Now $15.00

DRESS SLACKS

' "IVO;'7•11'
l'Ai0001111101
I 414011111111..1V
41114EttP
/3
17
011itine444cattliM044140141
'

Now $15.00 to $50.00

Regular to $25.00
Regular to $27.50
Fla irs Regular to $34.00

—$5.00
40 percent off
30 percent off

*t.-41
4
• 1111041.10
ti. P

ALL WEATHER COATS
Regular $8.00 to $16.013_. _ _

1,2 Price,

Lined & Unlined
Regular $40.00 to $75.00

Open

2 Price

Nly- 9:00 to 5:30

-igurkinglytm Eall,
Murraf,KeTitucky

-

_
_muttitAY
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SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
,
r :a Agracutture IAA Sunrise Semester
17 :30 Farm Dioest
Jake Hess Gossoel Snow 11W00e Sioons
:00 Tom Foolery
Three Stones
Eddie NW Show
:30 Heckle 11. heckle
Lancelot Link. Secret
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Chimp Hour
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COSTLY AFTERTASTE
BOSTON, England (UPI)Fire-eater Robbie Robertson,
38, gave away the secret of his
act Wednesday to keep his
drivers' license.
admitted
riding
his
He
motorcycle with an excess of
alcohol in his blood but said it
came not from drinking but
from the methylated spirits he
keeps in his mouth dining his
act enabling him to "breathe"
fire.
The court fined him 848 but
permitted him to keep his
license.

7

7
I 0.0
1

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
:00 boy-Elect Dunn
:30 I
our alien
:00 Sportsman's
• :30 Ray Mears
ski:Hurl i
:CO
ail
x Kentuck v vs.
Tennessee
30 Basketball
:00 Basketball
A
:30 Basketball
n
• :00 Bing Crosby's
▪ :30 Geri Touenerhant

" 12

3 :to

Ineuouration, Goy.
Inauguration. Gov
Inauguration, Gov
ineumuration, Go;
Skiinv
Death Valley Days
CBS Golf Ciank
CBS Golf Classic
MOV4:
Newir ;Forgot
You"
Roger Mudd News

Spaeth S. Peron
ineugural
Speech I Pared*
Wrestling
Soorts Challenge
our
Pro Bowlers
Pro Bowlers Tour
Pro Bowlers Tour
Wide World of Sports
Wide World of Sown
Wide World of Sporn
Fn.-West Football

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
g • :06 Keen: Whir.; Smonsterwria WIttr.1 sonn
Impossible
SF
:30 Andy WilliamS Sh. Minton:
010 Amoy Williams $15. MlisiOn:
Impossible
/130 A4arri--12
My Three Sens
gs -40 Morn:
Inaugural Sall
"Duel at Diablo- Inaugural Bell

•

9

:1111 Movie
MI Moire

11/0
6•
,

:30

so
'enf-31

101 News; Win.; SoortiNews; wan;
Uotewatlailitee
Perry Mason

11 ::70 `1"479'...ch1°'
A finger s
12 :00
:30

Perry Meese
Perry Mains
Perry Mama

Untamed World
Godfrev's America:
The Everglades
Inaugural Bell
Inaugural Ball
Inaugural Ball
Polling Day
What Aneericans Think
Sports News: Wan Sports
Dick Cavell
Dick Cavett
Dick Cavell

rti.Ei'LSION SCHEDULE

TURNING TO TABLES
, MONZA, Italy'-(1RI)-Bruno
Salomon, 22, agreed to leave
prison Wednesday after a
restaurant owner offered him a
job as a waiter.
Salomon was arrested in
November when he told police
he had stolen a few objects
from a car. He said he wanted
to go to jail because it was the
only place where he could get
food and lodging, and he
refused provisional liberty until
offered a job.
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consumer protection ad- U.S. and Russian amateurs in
Merle Haggard and Tex Ritter icated
Las Vegas.
vocate.
are some of the performers.
state of -A"The Pearl Bailey Show" has
Nixon's
(President
Hall"
at
Music
NBC's "Kraft
union message is scheduled its premiere in the 8:30-9:30
9 has 'the Kopycats Copy TV," the
p.m. and undoubtedly will spot on ABC. The star singerfor
9
comedy sketches satirizing vidnetwork program- comedienne is hostess to Bing
regular
alter
programs.
and
personalities
eo
an hour, includ- Crosby, Louis Armstrong and
about
ming
for
John Byner, Will Jordan,
network commentary after Andy Williams.
(George Kirby, Rich Little ing
NBC's movie is expanded to twi)
Sheil speech.)
Michael,
Marilyn
expects to carry its Fri- land a half hours, starting/at 8:30
CBS
MacRae.
day night movie from approxi- instead of 9, to provide time for
mately 9:50 to 11:20. Repeat of longer movies. ''Hellfighters,"
THURSDAY
1969, is screened, with John
"She,"
with Ursula Andress.
ABC replaces the discarded
Wayne starring in the story of an
"Matt Lincoln" series at' 7:30
oil well fire fighter. Advance for
SATURDAY
p.m. with a new western adventure skein, "Alias Smith and NBC introduces in its 8 a.m.- Jan. 16 or thereafter.
Jones," starring Pete Duel and ] p.m. span the periodic airing
Ben Murphy as -two outlaws of a series of one-minute eduwho want to go straight be- cational films for children decause law enforcement is get- signed to instruct in bark read.
SAT/SAY YOUR NEEDSing skills. The series is called
ting too tough.
seen
in
will
be
They
"Pop-Up."
on
his
Flip Wilson's guests
.NBC hoUr at 7:30 are Bobby what would normally be comDarip, Lily Tomlin and Cassius mercial spots.
The American Basketball
Clay.
. The CBS movie at 9 rescree -Association's all-star game is on
1951's "The African Queerf," CBS at 2.
starring Katharine Hepburn and "CBS Golf Classic" at 4 has a
Humphrey Bogart in an African first-round match in which Mike
Hill and Dave Hill play Bruce
drama set in World War I.
Crampton
and Gibby Gilbert.
replaces
the
NBC, 9:30-10,
canceled 'Nancy" with "Adam- "ABC's Wide World of
12," moved from Saturday Sports" at 5 covers 90 minutes
of boxing competition between
night.
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Plenty Of Action To Be7Seett
On Television In ritxt Week

By JACK GAYER
9, with a new quiz show, "'The
IFLAC4
NEW YORK (UPI) - Plenty Reel Game." Jack Barry is
11164
WSIX-8
of action on the three television master of ceremonies for a
SUNDAY
networks during the new week, program es,.. which contestants
Sumo. Semester Know Your Bible including President Nixon's teat their knowiedge against
1:30
state of the union message Fri- Muni-Of fango/tai persons and
Sego Bros.
7:00
Tom & Jerry
day night.
events.
„
7:06 Farm Digest
ABC introduces four new NBC's movie at 9 offers the
World Tomorrow
7:13 Report
weekly series, including a half- new "Do You Take This StranWonderama
7:30 Discovery
Penelope Pitstop
hour situation program starring ger?," with a cast including
1:10 Movie
Carl Tipton
Henry Fonda and what should Gene Barry, Diane Baker, JoJubilee.
11:3I
be a major event of the sea- seph Cotten, Sidney Blackmer,
Johnny Quest
-•••
C.attanoogs Cats son, a one-hour weekly variety Sus-an Oliver and Lloyd BridLook Up & Live
show starring Pearl Bailey.
Oral Reborn,
Roillwmkle
ges,
10:011 Jambi
Today Discovery
The Super Bowl is on NBC The
Faith
ABC mOvie
at 9
Berald el Truth
For
Sunday, as well as a specgoil rescreens 1965's "Cat BalFlipper
11:09 Worship
Nevertheless
paying tribute to the late NFL lou," starring Lee Marvin
Pet Set
11:30 A Man...- Lombardi Face the Nation
coach, Vince Lombardi.
and
Jane
NOM Celli.
Fonda
in
a
12:00 Super Bow1Preview NHL Hockey
The American Basketball As- spoof of a saga of the old west.
SOW or the City
1:00 NFL Super Bowl
sociation's all-star garrote is On
NBA Basketball
1:16
CBS next Saturday. The new
TUESDAY
2:0
U.S. senators and penguins get NBC moves Diahaan Carrolls
1:39
Roy Skinner
CBS specials.
"Julia" series from th4,110 to
.Big Valley
3:0
Highlights:
Bill Anderson
9 p.m. spot to 7:30 to & N,
3:30
SUNDAY
Movie
4:00`Super Bowl Post G..Reports
NBC's "The Don
NBC has "A Man Named Show" moves to 8 to 9 from
4:30 Bing Crosby Golf
TEA
Lombardi," 12:30 - 1:30 p.m. 7:30-8:30. Comedian Bill Cosby
5:01
Meet The New Senators
-Super Bowl on NBC at 2, is guest star.
3:31
Roger Mudd
.1ohnny Cash
with Baltimore meeting Dallas ABC's movie at 8:30 screens
11:011 Sees at tax
Lassie
io Miami.
1:0 Disneyland
the new "Dr. Cook's Garden,"
Hogan's Heroes
FBI
• NBC, 5:30 - 7, has play on starring Bing Crosby as,..5 phy7:111
Ed Sullivan
late holes of the final round of sician who has an unusual way
7:30 Bill Co*,
Movie
0:10 assanaa
the Bing Crosby Pro-AM golf of dealing with citizens he
Glen Campbell
championships.
l:$&ld Ones
deems expendable for the pubJackie Gleason
News
110:0 Scene at leni
"Meet The NEW Senators" is lic good. Based on Ira Levin's
News
Movie
10:36 Tonight Show
a one-hour CBS special at 6. broadway play. With Frank
Mery Griffin
Tony Bennett, Melissa Mecouri Converse and Blythe Danner.
MONDAY
and Gary Puckett are among NBC's moifie at 9 screens '65s
Country Journal
those on Ed Sullivan's CBS "A Rage To Live,- with Suzan5:40
News
hour at 8.
ne Pleshette, Ben Gazzara and
MornigWatds
1:00 Morning Show
Deal McCoys
The ABC movie at 9 screens Bradford •Dillman starring in a
6:30
Bow
107
.'s "Waterhole No. 3," star- version of John O'Hara's novel
7:00 Today
Captain Kangaroo
ring James Coburn as an ad- about a reckless wife who reMaike Douljiit
6:0
Romper Room
venturer in the old west of the sumes a romance with a for1:30
Lucy Show
late 19th century.
mer lover.
1:011 Dinah's Place
Hillbillies
WEDNESDAY
9:30 Concentration
Fzmily Affair
Gourmet
MONDAY
,
CBS preempts "The Storefront
10:00 Sale-Century
lAive'of Life
That Girl
ABC
moves
"The'
Young
Lawyers" at 7:30 p.m. for an10:30 Hollywood Squares Where Heart Is
Bewitched
Lawyers" to a new day and other of its
11:00 Jeopardy
Search Tomorrow Hazel
occasional "Adventime, and fills the 7:30 to 8:30 ture" series,
11:30 Who, What, Where News
All My Children
"Penguin City."
p.m.
period
with,
in
order,
"The -Animal" is the fare oif
Singing
12:00 Noon
"Let's
Make
A
Deal" and "The NBC's "'The Men From
12:0
World Turns
Let's Make Deal
Shiloh"
Newlywed Game," transposed at 7:30. Lee
12:30
Splendored Thing
Newlywed Game
Majors is the featfrom
Saturday
evening,.
1.00 Days Our Lives
ured regular, getting assists
Guiding Light
Dating Game
'ABC replaces the canceled from Chuck
130 Doctors
Secret Storni- General Hoop.
Connors. Katherine
"Silent Force" series, 8:30 to Crawford, Andy -.Devine,
2:00 Another World
Edge of Night
One Life
Leosi
2:30 Bright Promise
Gooner Pyle.
Dark Shadows
3:00 Another World
Gilligan's Island
F Troop
3:30 Star Trek
Movie
Dan Boone
4:00
4:30 Wild West
News
5:00
Weather
5.23 Weather
News
News
5:30 News
News
Dick Van Dyke1:00 Scene at Six
Gurismoke
Young Lawyers
1.30 Red Skelton
7 00 Brides
Here's Lucy
Silent Force
730
Mayberry RFD
Football
1.00 Movie
Doris Day
it 30
Carol Burnett
900
News
News
10 00 Tonight Show
Mery Griffin
Movie
12 00
Bill Pace

WALLIS DRUG

K.ENTVON

Moving "The Odd Couple" to
Friday and cancelling "The Immortal," ABC shifts "Dan August" from Wednesday to the
9:30-10:30 period.

•

Mom •
TritIn In
Evenin
;
74
WOrah I
Myosin

'

SIN
Morntn
. Tra:nlfl
Even in

r

EARBLeYAIRD

• Morn in
Pvenln

FRIDAY
NBC preempts "The High
Chaparral" at 7:30 p.m. for a
on
science environmental special,
Wilderness,"
American
"The
your
Ames, Edo! Byrnes, Scott Brady,
which looks at the last U.S.
Jack Ging and Rudy Ramos. A
solitude and quiet
deaf-mute Indian boy is rescued areas where
from a posse seeking him f can be found.
"The Name Of The Game" on
an alleged homicide.
at 8:30 offers "Beware Of
NBC
from
222"
"Room
ABC moves
regular
8:30-9 to 8-8:30, sending "Mak The Watchdog," with
S
Room for Granddaddy" to an- Robert Stack in the top_ spot- Fin "worm" in this- can is BOTH
likely to be on early refund.
Guest players are Diehard
other night.
FEDERAL
your
does
And when BLOCK
Pernell Roberts, Nancy
"The Smith Family" preAND
return, you'll know WS done
and Diana_ Muldaur.
mieres on ABC in the 8:30-9 Olson
right. Prepare your return
STATE
dedkill a
for on early refund
period. Henry Fonda stars in a Someone is trying to
NOW .
-or for the time needed to
series centering on the famil
budget any additionol ex•
life of a Los Angeles police deUP
pease.
COkRECT
tective with a wife, daughter
OUARAPITII
and two sons. Janet Blair plays
TIME and
11, We guarantee accurate preparation of every to; return
the wife. The first episode is
If we make any errors that cost you ony penalty or
TEMPERATURE
"Cindy," in which a divorced
interest, we will pay the penalty or interest
01 NIGHT
DAY
Sin
former friend imposes on
for help when her daughter'
MIR
marijuana cache is found
their apartment.
AMERICA'S LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES
ABC has the first half of
two-parter in its Johnny
National Hotel Bldg., Murray, Ky.
Vat ,at 9-"Johnny Cash
Phone 753-9204
io•
gents The Country Must
Stony." Hank Snow, Roy Acuff
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
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Ford's answer to imports...the new Pinto.
Tr-.

1971 Mustang

Harcft p

Ford's answer to dull...the bold Mustang.

Plu
Comm

R.

Rebu
Re.

White Sale -S
--p.
eofaT
1971 Ford Gaiasie 500
2-Door Hardtop

CY-027ae___D

44111111114s,..
The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody-else. -And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell
what to riamr...kev decide Musts featly going
to rurrour Operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned -and operated by the peopii•
who need-and use-our service. $f::1
know all about Their_ special money need,
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, estra
help, medical bills, educational expenses
And .we know how to tailor repayment pro- ,
trams to their. production and income
Talk over your money needs-any season of the year-with a seasoned money
pro. the man
.

Jackson Purchase ProduCtIon
Credit Association
Key. Keel, Office Manager
- NtA North eth 9erert
VofiZ75352

Ford's s
_ReamerSteeni

eliwer Disc Brakes!

impoot-sized car. Pinto. Ford's Pinto is import-sized, import-priced, but with
these advantages over the popular imports: more usable room Inside, a
lower silhouette and wider tread ioj good stability on the highway, a 75-hp
engine so you don't have to wiirry about moving into expressviay traffic. And
remember Pinto is a carefree little car. u saves you on gas. Its designed to
•need lass routine maintenance. Most maintenance you can do yourself
Bold, ram personal car. Mustang. Mustang is at it again this year with a
lineup of personal, sporty cars that could bring out the new you. There's a
rtew look in Mustang '71. Its spirit is bolder. And there's a new ihider stance
for better handling. New standard features include side door Steel Guard
•Rads, concealed windshield wipers and recessed door handles.'Arld there's
a long list of options to let you design any of six new models to your own
sOecifications. Mustang . it's a personal thing.

PARKER F 1.1

NOW! SPECIAL WHITE SALE SAVINGS
ON BIG, LUXURIOUS GAVUIE 500`st
; ;Km Power Steering . . When you buy this quiet Gillum 500
2•Door Hardtop, WhIte Sale Special equipped with vinyl root wheel
coven. white sicleyrsdl tires, bumper guards. accent stripe, special

Sales,
94

Free Power DISC Brakes and Frits Powsr Steering . .it the
Csalis* 500 White Sale Special you choose is also equipped with our
conditioning, tinted glass, automatic seat bock release and wrlib4Itty
troupe/firth includeg a parking (pike It
remote control
mirror and Wu courtesy lighting

Stea
Spec ii

pliint and special luxury sell trim,

et.

MURRAY,
,
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`
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NEW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
IIIIICszy UWITED
Sunday School
10 am.
METHODIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 a.m. Worship Service:
Evening Worship .... 110 pm
1100 am & 7:00 p.m
MURRAY rlirBISTIAN
GREEN PLAIN CirenSCIS
CHRIST
Or
CHURCH
Morning Worship
10:46 am.
WOW Ball - tea & Mania
Evining Wochlp
7:00 p.m.
Bible School
1:30 am. Wed. Bible Study
1:30
Worship Service
10:45 &-Ift.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Evening Service
T:00 0.1%
401 N. 12th Street
Roe. Martin Mattliagly, paste.
UNITED PENTACOSTAL
Sunday Mamas: I a.m 11. a.m. and
CHI. RI. li
4:30 p.m.
Now Concord Oft Hwy. 444
COLD WATER UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 am.
IKE t HODIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Jim Riakee, Trustee
Evening Worship
,, 7:00 p.m.
First
Sunday
SPRING CREEK HAPTIIII
Church School ......
I•
10:00
11 :00
Morning Worship . , . . 11:00 am. Worship Service
,
.Training Union . .... 7:00 p.m.
. Evening Worship .... 8:00 p.m.
SCOTTO GROTE BAPTIlit7

-5116111H

00aNItif METHODIST
CHURCH
First and Third Sundays:
10:00
School . .
Morning Service .... 11:00 am.
Sundays:
liesond and Fourth
10:00 a.M."
Sunda/ School
1:00 p.m.
Ilibrehlp Service
LYNN 01101111
OF
carmen
MURRAY
IIIETHODDIT CHURCH
THE NAZARENE
"UV and Third Sundays:
South lith and Plainview
Al IL.M.
Servkia . .• .
Worship
10:00 am
Sunday School
Ilissday School .... 10:45 am.
11:00 am
Morning Worshin
Ilsond and Fourth Sunday:
TIMMS HILL
10:00 am
HIllidav School . .
it MI 19 M.
UNIT= METHODIST CHURCH Mernbur Worship
ONeetrurv
CAMP
0.11;111
1111011TN0DulT 011171LCH
PIM and Third Sundays at it am.
preaching:
&SOT" Leshey.
30 am.
Sad and 4th Sootheye at
School ... 10:00
E1711111ELLS CHAPEL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 1113.1011 Sunday:
.... 10:00 a.m.
School
linader
Preaching:
Worship Service ... 11:00
Met and Third Sundays 0:30 a.m.
Sunday:
Third
preaching:
• (ii
Sunday $•
2nd and 4th Sundays at 11 am.
Fourth Sunday EPISCOPAL
T
ST. JOHN'S
Moroni,
' 9-r• iv.'
CHURCH
10:41
Sunday School .
Main & Broach Streets
NA 1 Poplar
3:30 ass.
Sunday School
CHURCH OP CHRIST
10.10 am
Morning Worship
SMART
... 8:45
Holy Communion Each Third
BIN* School
Worship Hour .... 10:40
Sunday at 1u:30
Evening Worship .. 4:00
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LAT/SR-DAY SAINTS
Services held at Ilith and Sycamore
NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
CHURCH OF CHRIST
0A.LI/A1111 T13171 11 PINS?
10:00 a.m.
Bible Clues
PNNTBOOSTAL 011IIRCH OF GOD Worship & Preaching . 10.00
ahem & Chestnut
• 7:00
Evening Worship
10:00 A.M.
Bandar Scheel
ELM ONOVB
Morning Worship .... 11:14 A.M.
BAPTIST CHURCH
1:80 P.M. Sunday School
Evening Worship
10:00 am
Worship 11:00 &AL and 7:0111 p.m
°NITRO PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH
THE CIIIIIIIICW OP aZIRIIII
Ill !Mtn Ave.
CEBU)? OF LATTER-DAY
10 AM.
Sunday School
SAINTS
Sunday Evening Worship .. T P.M. Weettne held hi the white chapel
0000 SWISPNIINO
WEST MURRAY MORONI
OF CHRIST
)11/TRODIST Cl/rUNCII
South 18th Strait
(Peesemellar New Hope sad
eae.
Senesir Wsrehe
tliniehur Ilvellegs Chessiset
10:00
SOO p.a. Church School
isewsur Wen*.
1100
Worship Service

You ro Nis CHURCH.-.;.---

NORTHRIDE BAPTIST

10:00 am.
Worship Service ...
6:30 p.m.
11:00 am. Training Union
1:00 p.m
ElEstairt7XL 14211010NART
BAPTIST CHURCH
SMILING SPRINGS BAPTIST
Morning Worship
CHURCH
11:00 ant.
Trsining Union
(:30 p.m.
11:00 am. Evening Worship
Morning Worship .
7:00 p.m.
6:10 p.m.
• Trcning Union .
7:30 p.m
Evening Worship
WEST FORK BAPTIST

11:00 a.m.
7 • 00 p.m

Morning Worsnip
PCvonInst Welt-whir,

CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Firth Street
Worship Hour
Evening Service

10:30 am
7:00 pm.

Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship .. .

11:vu a.m.
6:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

LOCUST OROVE
CHURCH or rex NAZARENE
Kirksey, Kentucky
Morning Worship
--wday Night Service

11:00 a.m.
7 :00 mot.

LIBERTV CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN

HAZEL BAi TiSic CHURCH
B. R. Wineheeter, pester

10:00 am.
Worship
11:00 am. Sunday School .
Preaching .....11:00 am.
Training.
• 111:50
Evening
u roil I . • • 7:10
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH
Route I - Pottertowe

FIRST BAPTIST ,CHURCH
10:46 a
Morning Worship
Worship
7:30 p
11:00 am. Evening
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
'raining Union
FIRST
ASSEMBLY
OF
GOD
u.m.
4:30
Worship
.
Evening
CHUR( 111
MT. PLEAS•14T CIIMBER1LAND
South 11th and Glendale Read
PREnISTTRRIAN CRUSH is
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. Vioratitp Service ... 11 - 00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
Sunday Night Fervice .. 7:00 'p.m. Suaday night
WATMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
SOO East Meitner, Street
Worship Service
Evening Worship • •

Morning Worship .
Evening Worship ..

10:30 a.m.
8:00 p.m.

FIRST PRES.....LAN
CHURCH
Worship Service
Charles H. Moffett. Pastor
• • 7:05
it:30 am
Church School
of Worship .... 11:00 ata
Seice
re
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST
•
sr - 1
JEMOVAEM wITNRitsge
Highway 444, New Concord, K"
r.
107 North Fourth Sireet ,
George R. basidarra
Morning Worship ... 11:00 a.. rn. Watchtower Study .
10:30 am
p. m. Bible Lecture Sunday .
.
30 am
Evening Worship
Morning Worship .

. 10'411 a.m.
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Kentucky fried Chicken

Southside Restaurant

"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwich

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Frl. and Sat.
Plat* Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs end All Social Meetings

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SILISVICUS
Termer Ave. and 11th Street
11-00 am
'
IllussdaY
11.00 a.m.
Illosday Scheel
SALEM BAPTIST CRUNCH
10.00 a m
Sunday School
Morning Worship ... 11:00 a/71
7:16 pm
Reeving Worship
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Merrev-Petteirtewsi Read
Sunday School --__ 10:00 am
11 00 am,
1Preaching
6:00 ant.
Evening Service

Phone 753-5209

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Heating

Air Conditioning -

Service Through Knowledge
Commercial Refrigeration

Phone 753-8181

Trenholm s Drive-in

Storey's Food Giant

Henny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
Bet

1105 Pogue

Claude Vaughn

Block E of S 12th - Phone 753-1489

Murray Livestoc.k Company

®Ø®O?1 '.f

Sale Every Tuesday at I p.m. • Ph. 753-S334

/Paf
Wm.

Air Shopping Center

12th & Chestnut

_

RCA Victor

403 Maple

Happy Shopping Store
753 3773
114 So. 5th

Your

Brought Daily

Phone 753-2907

Ward'a Elkins

Of3elk

E. Dodson, Owner

Hogs

_

MOBILE HOME COURT

Mayfield Highway 121

The Cleaner That's Interested In You

Carroll Tire- -Service

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads
Meats
- Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Hvq. 641 North
Phone 753-2700

:
114
9

SOUTH PLEASANT
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
10:46 am.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship

802 Chestnut

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential —Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation — Gas & Sewer
Phone 753 6168
501 N 4th

MARTINS marlin. trxrerzlit
METHODIST CHURCH
Wsradifp liervien .
510 am.
ellandi School
11:011 Aid

Shady Oaks

753-38M

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Call In Orders 753-7101_

.
Boone's Incorporated

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

PALESTINE UNITED
METHODIST CRUNCH
Sunday School at 10.am. except
on 3rd Sunday at 11 a.m.
Preaching: tat Sunday at 11 a.m
3rd Sunday at 10 am

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
CHURCH
CHURCH
10th A Main
15th & 127nonsorts
Sunday School
8:45 a.m. Sabbath School
1:00 pm
Morning Worship • •
/I :10 am. Worship Ser•'
. 1-00
.

Goa.

Phone 753-1319

A Friend

C110111ST COINER BAPTIST
MUNCH
10 a in
Sunday School
13 am.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship

jewisn and Christian people have agreed that we ought to give at least • tenth
of our income to God and His Church for the carrying on of His redemptive program
A tenth will not.necessarily discharge •Il our debt, but it will show • sense of deep grat•tude. Everything is His, even t he cattle of • thousand hills and the abundant harvest
from the fields. He gives us everything which makes life abundant. Our ideal is to join
in the prayer. "Take my life and let it be consecrated. Lord to Thee" Let's be good
partners with
Let us be His co-workers. MAY WE GLADLY GIVE BACK TO
HIM AT LEAST A TENTH OF WHAT HE SO FREELY GIVES US."

Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service

sycamore at 12th

PILOT METHODIST CHURCH
111210111 and Maple epee*,
Morning Worship
3:45 & 10:60 am.
ILIRKSIZT BAPTIST CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Kahl Street se 1055
II:40 am.
Sunday School
10:50 am.
Mornina Worship
SeentnE Worship:
6:30 p.m.
(Sept-Mareh)
1:10 p.m.
((pril-Aug.)
NEW M01171IM CARMEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 ant.
Morning Wor1111117
6:30 p.m
Evening Plot:0V
FLINT BAPTIST -eatilIca
10:00 am
Sunday School
11:00 am
Morning Worship
1:10 via
Evening Worship

esus Christ is our revelatioire of the generosity of God who has been the eternal
erteleading us with every Wirt of good thing_ From the day' dr the knit creation God
has been at work with and for man Each of us represents in his body and in his soul
the everlasting toil of God, who truly wants to make us Has children and who desires
us to Join Him in making an ever better world for His sons and daughters to live in.
JESUS IS OUR PATTERN OF WHAT A MAN CAN GIVE TO HELP IN THE
PURPOSE OF GOD_ HOW MUCH DID JESUS GIVE BACK TO GOD,

.
IN

....s.",..
:
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!Stokes Tractor 8 implement Co.
Industrial Road

e

"Whe shalt I render unto the Lord for all His bene6t17" (Psalms 116:12)
Every man of earnest and serious mind must ask himself this quevion as he meditates
on the goodness and the Grace of God toward him We want to do what is right in ow
every associst,on with God and man. The Government takes as its proper share at least
twenty per cent of every m•riS income WHAT IF GOD SHOULD REACH DOWN
INTO YOUR LIFE AND MINE AND TAKE WHAT REALLY BELONGS TO
HIM, How much would be left for us, Have you raised corn' Or did you arsd God
work together in making the corn crop, And iusi which of you put more time and
energy into the process,Have yOu "struck - oil,Who spent centuries creating the oil and
holding it in the underground lake until you came along' Is the oil really all yours?
What is Gods share, YOU AND GOD ARE PARTNERS IN THE OIL BUSINESS:
WHAT IS HIS PORTION,

OF CHRIST
106 North 15th Street

11:00 am.
7:00 p.m.

Ort*

;••,
•, aime,

.:NIVERSITY CHURCH

OIRACI BAPTIST CELIECIII
booth Nhath Street

- Frigidaire - lkijii.
Phone reign ,
*

American
Motors
Cain 8 Treas Motor Sales

Il

Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines & Transmissions - Radiators
Repaired - A Complete Parts Department
Phone 753 4424
605 Maple Street
Phone 753-2221
North 12th trect

Ambassador

Gremlin

Rebel - Hornet QtratIty Used Cars

Top
Five Points

•
.

Lassiter Auto Sales
•
North 12th Street

.
Phone 753 2221

.......

:•-•"

Phone 753-6448

Gulf

,.

1415

Main Street

Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - Whirlpool
Phone 753-3037
118 South 12th

Oil Dist.
Phone 753-3571

Murray Sport 8 Marine
718 South 4th

Ph. 753-7400

Boat Motel

Bowling At its Nest — Fine Feed

Residential Commercial - Farm — Building Lots
and Lake Property — Buying - Selling - Leasing
Phone 753-7724
518 W Main

Gulf

South2nd

"
g
__--.1

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

..Real Estate Agency

$10.90 per month, 14 ft. Boat

Phone 753 2202

Complete Service Shop

Rolsorb &salty
—

-.

wisostsiosets -

Molten Phone 731-1151 - 515 W. Main

Ray Roberts
- Nit. 753-3924

I

Peck.sUpholstery Shop

Max H. Churehill Funeral Home

Palace Drive-In

A Friend

'The Friendi Funeral Home"
Ambulance Service - Oxygen Eguip,ieJ

24 Hr.
311 No. 4th Street

Flowers tor All Occasions
Member F.T.O.
502 N. 4th St.
753-3251

Dunn TV 8 Appliance

Lovett Brothers

Shirley Florist

Guy Spann

If
•500

mototoorstressioNsisokto*—:

NOR= FLZABANY GROVE
CUMINEELAND PRESETTERCMVECH
10:00 ram
Sunday Sonool
11:00
Morning Worship •

Worship Service
Evening ftervios

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

irRMAYmitANUARY 15, 1971
=dal U110 YR CR17 RC II
OF CEEDIT
suntisty Idled
10:00 am.
10:80 am.
Weriglia BIOVIne
II:10 ipso.
Evening 551,00.

*4-0

ft/

-

At

4

Five Points

Phone 753-7992

Hendon's Service Station

WilliamA. Jones. Owner' 15 Years Experience
Furniture Upholstered - We•-folck Up & Deliver
Phone 753-7494
520 So 4th

Closed On Sunda)
,
Phillips 66 Products

Phone 753-4612

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine
Year Johnsen Motors Dealer
Sales, Parts, Service • Complete Boating Supplies
94 E at Murray Bait Co
Phone 753 3734

Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
- Chops - Se‘food Plates'- Sandwiches
Spetiali: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tim_ ,_e. fibeye Ste k
'Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs., Chin' Fit+, Fish
No 12th Est. 641 Call In Orders to 751 4419
Steaks

No. 4th Street
Compliments of

Murray Warehouse Corp..aInc.
Grain Division

(

Holmes.Ellis. Mgr
!'

E W Outl Ind. Supt.
Phony 753 822n

Hutson- effinntial-Cowitte.
"For All Your Fertilizer Heeds"
MtirriiN. ii \ .
Phone 753 1%3

..

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

A Friend

Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
8th at Chestnut
Pheine 753 4832

Betiding .11leeks & Ready Mix Concrete

Compliments of

Alexander's Help Yourself Store

lifetime Mutiler "installation '8 Servissi
lfa,lp,pes Wide to Order for Cars Ind B. ',

1

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
I !why 753 5012

East Main Street

-- 209 South 7th , Phone 753-1751

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

Neal Starks
masa HOME SALES

Phone 753-3540

s
A Complete Line of Groceries
The Best In Fresh Meats
202 Main Stree'.
Phone 753 5652

Sholar's- Auto Repair
,

I

•

Bears Tune-Up 8
Carburstzr -Servke

Fitts Block at Roady 1Wix Co.

Complete Banking Service- Member FDIC
500 Main Phone 753 3231
Branch Office So. 12th & Story - 753-6655

Jas O. C109.1111_2_111as..

Freed Cothom Ca., Inc.

Phone 753-1921

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
'

-

:,'

"

Used (sirs — Minot Repairs
'
,t OA&
N ic tit 7
I hiro. 757 'NM:

—

—"Iales and Service
'
— -We. Spetielite-in Doubt Wide
Mobile' orR—t—los
5 I9i. North of Mitt i-a /41 6-9 Ph. 753 Mg

,

- _,.

_

.

?hunt 753 Said

•

20.5 Nfr 4th

Street

' Nownwiwomoftr

OOP.rhato *
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Motor Transportation Increases
Activity; Saves Taxpayer Money

Almo Honor Shipping Time Is One
Roll Given Reason For Higher Prices
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For the third consecutive year "logical," according to Oppen- biblical times women were mother. I am not a housekeeper.
keep
safety inspections performed by heimer, Newborg & Neu. The needed i1b. replenish the earth, Some women teach and
house. If you are the
the Division of Law Enforcement firm says "it remains to be and the wcitIrl would have never
frantic housekeeper type, and
also increased.
reached its present population upset if the house isn't in perfect
seen" whether foreign politica
Some 17,060 inspections were events will reverse the trend explosion if the women had not order all the time, you have no
performed in 1969-70, compared In the meantime, the company dedicated themselves to having business working. Something has
with 16,910 in 1968-69 and 15,046 in believes the purchase of sound baby after baby, and devoted to give. If you hit the dust mop
their time to the care and and broom, and tackle the dirt
1967-68.
equities seems "justified."
feeding of the family, which was and debns when you step across
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a 48-hour-a-day task.
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Holdup suspect explains
needs now. It needs women to
mother when yod are with them.
stop having babies.
'theft' at Hawaii bank
Naturally, this means you should
Modern technology has made
your job home with
it possible for me to keep house, not take
you.
HONOLULU (UPI). Police today closed the book
and keep it better, in one-tenth
Each of us has to decide what
on the bank robbery that wasn't.
of the time it took my
for us to do. If you feel
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—or
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grandmother. I do not have to -you children will suffer and
waii National Bank's Waikiki branch yesterday.
build a fire and cook on a wood
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stove, do the laundry in a tub on
A note was handed to a teller, 92800 was taken,
they probably will. For one
a washboard, make my own
the alarm was sounded and a suspect was arrested
thing, your own guilt feelings
soap, kill my own hogs, carry
—but there was no robbery, police said.
will make them suffer. Your
water from the well, or run
Detectives said Erich fitittermier, 41, was freed
nonverbal guilt feeling come
down the path to the outhouse.
after explaining what happened.
loud and clear even
I work:1 have always worked. through
Mittermier, a red-haired Bavarian, had previously
though are are saymg something
arranged to have his funds transferred from a bank
Not only that, I enjoy
different.
in New York. Assuming the transfer had been made,
working. Working gives me a
he went to Hawaii National to make a withdrawal.
great deal of satisfaction, ego
I believe children and adults.
He banded a teller a note specifying he wanted
involvement, and emotional
react to thieg.s the way we
to withdraw 96000
. Women who do not
well-being
expect thedi to react. If you
The teller, thinking It was the third robbery at
work condemn me. I do not caie
distrust them, they will probably
the bank since August, handed over a stack of bills.
if they choose to stay at home.
be distrustful. If you expect
Mittermier took the money and walked away as the
I sometimes wonder how
behave, and you know
alarm went off.
they spend their time. That isn't- them to
they will behave, they
__inside
Police were all over the place in minute!.
true. I don't have to wonder. I
will. This is not something you
An hour later, Mittermier was found at another
know. They watch television,
can tell them. It is a feeling.
bank, where be was going to deposit the money. He
play golf, play cards, shop, have , Children can sense when they
was a bit upset because he discovered he had only
are trusted and loved and
92600 instead of 96000.
coffee (latches, have parties, or
liked., just as animals can sense
do volunteer work for the VI- A
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___Pmples Bank - North Branch

1968 RUN
Evinrude
cellent co
skis and
- 7930

Open Monday-Thursday - 9:00 to 4:00
Friday - 9:00 to 6:00

CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESTAURANT
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake

* SFECtitt *
Friday-Saturday-Sunday
January 15, 16, 17

BROASTED
CHICKEN

$145

REG. 11.75
• Rolls
• vz Chicken
'INCLUDES
• Broasted Potatoes • Butter
• Slaw
.• Honey
Also Serving CATFISH - SEA FOODS--STEAKS - COUNTRY HAM

Phi Delta Kappa Plans
Initiation For Tuesday
Thirty-five new members will agricultural education at the
be interviewed and formally university for several years.
An international professional
initiated into the Murray State
University chapter of Phi Delta fraternity for men Tn--Fdiication,
Kappa in ceremonies at the Phi Delta Kappa is the largest
professional fraternity o( its kind
university Tuesday, Jan. 19
Mern
Following the installation in the world with leo,
program at3 p.m. in Room 264 of bers in 344 chapters in the
the Applied Science Building, Dr. States and Canada._ ._.
Stanle) Wall of the University of Chartered in June of 1969, the
Kentia kv will be the featured chapter at Mutray State now has
speaker at a dinner meeting in a membership of 120. It was the
the cafeteria of die Waterfield fourth chapter organized in
Student Union Building at 7 p.m. Kentucky and includes members
His theme will be "Concerns of from four other states
Community Colleges in the Tennessee,Illinois, Arkansas and
•
12.74e.:2- :Moir- -dean-- of • -the Missouri, •-•
Dr.--Donnki6v Hunter, dean
University -Of -Kentucky
munity college system, Well has the School Of Education,
with the -College. presiXitic of the Murray -gra
wit chapter.
of Agriculture and

EXTRE.
table. Th
wide and
-Legs are
braced.
Times.

THE NORTH BRANCH OFFERS

* Drive-Up Windows for Your Convenience
* Tellers Facilities atDrive-Up Window and
Also Inside

6.1968 MOB

.

Location
6737.
A
RTsh
:
37
•00d
:67g
1.P0

North Branch
Chestnut hear 12th

ASSUM
• month
I each's .
7575
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DEURRJFICY.
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FOR SALE

KEEP
despite
family.
electric
K.

NICE FURNISHED apartment
for three or four girls. Phone 7537381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00
J16C
p.m.

Visit
Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun
AT OUR NEW LOCATION
ON HWY. 641 SOUTH

CARPETS beautiful
footsteps of a busy
Buy Blue Lustre. Rent
shampooer $1.00 at Big
J16C

For The Best
Used Car Deals!

FURNISHED APARTMENT for
A,three or four college boys. Phone
753-7381 days or 753-5108 after
JAC
5:00p.m.

1909 Dotson, 4 door sedan, 4
speed, air-conditioning,
AM-FMt-radio, 19,000
miles, like new $1695.00

pigs.
J15C

205 So. 5th

1919 Datum Station wagon,
yellow, 4 speed, luggage
rack, radio, $1826.00

NEW SIGNATURE portable 9
cycle dishwasher, white. Regular
$277.27, now $236.32. Offer good
thru Saturday, January 17.
Montgomery Ward Sales Agency,
510 Main St., Murray, Ky., one
J15C
753-1966.

1968 Chevrolet Van, extra
clean $1450.00
1918 V.W., Red, 4 speed,
radio, excellent shape,
$1495.00

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs,
rent $10.00 monthly, rent applies
to purchase. Used spinet pianos
and organs. Lonardo Piano
Company, "Your Complete
Music Store". Paris and Martin,
J15C
Tennessee.

1969 Ford Galinde 500,2 door
hard top, V-8, automatic
transmission, steering,
air-conditioner, sharp,
$2195.00

JAP HAY, about 100 bales. See
Raymond Workman or call 753J15P
4976.

1969 Datsun Pick-Up, 20,000
miles red, like new,
$1495.00

MERCURY OUTBOARD motiir.
1964 model 9.8. Very nice $125.00
J19C
Phone 474-2309.

1966 Plymouth Fury II, 4
V-8,
sedan,
door
automatic transmission,
steering, air-conditioner,
$1195.00

AKC WHITE Toy Poodle puppies.
Also one grown Toy male
Pekingese. Phone 753-4469 after
J16C
6:00 p.m.

PRIVATE OR SEMI-Private
rooms for girls. Central heat and
air conditioning. Private entrance and kitchen. 1630
Hamilton. Phone 753-2668 after
J18C
5:30p.m.

1964 V.W. Bus, 9 passenger,
in excellent shape,
$995.00

CHROME DINE'TI E Set and six
J16C
chairs. Phone 753-6160.

DV Chevrolet "2 ton PickUp Truck, 6 cylinder,
stick shift, this truck is in
excellent shape, $950.00

1952 FORD TRACTOR, 4 piece
equipment. Plow, disc, cultivator
and bushhog. Bought new in 1970.
New rebuilt motor. 3 used
bicycles, 1-26", 2-24". Phone 753J16P
7143. .

1912 Oldsmobile F 85 Station
Wagon, Automatic
transmission, steering,
clean $595.00

STOVE 30" electric, large oven,
white. Excellent condition. Phone
J16C
753-7931.

1963 Chevy II, 2 door sedan,6
cylinder automatic, good
sound car, $595.00

1967 EMBASSY three bedroom
trailer, completely carpeted, all
birch paneling. Unfurnished
except for stove and refrigerator,
two extra air conditioners, uniierpenned, all electric. Excellent
conditon. Phone 753-1585... _J16C

1964 Dodge Dart G.T., 6
cylinder, automatic
transmission, 2 door hard
top, red, sharp, $750.00
1968 Starcraft Camper, like
new, $1295.00

ATTENTION FARMERS! Save
money on plant bed canvas...3
yard, 4 yard and 5 yard widths.
Kendall Mills 22x18 rot resistant
metal
with
construction
gromlets. $7.88 per 100 yard
cover at Bulk's in Paris, Tenn.
J16C

Lassiter-McKln
Datsun
(414 S. 12th SU yet
"open vvenings til
8:00 p.m.

TIRE SALE: 4-ply nylon white
sidewall, premium grade, wrap
around tread design. Federal
excise tax included on all prices.
775x14-$21.23.
650x13-$17.85.
855x14-$23.63.
825x14.$22.09.
845x15-$23.63.
815x15-$22.09.
900x15-$25.07. 4-ply Polyester
white sidewall; 885A14-$26.37.
1145x15-$25.25. 6-ply pick-up truck
tires premium traction; 700x15t
$28.80. Compare price and
quality. You can't beat Uncle
J27C
Jeff's.

We wish to express our appreciation and thanks to our
Phone 753-4669 ,friends and relatives for the
many expression of sympathy
and kindness extended to us
during the illness and -death of
our father, William Frank Hall. A
SERVICES OFFERED
special thanks goes to the nurses
and doctors, staff of the Miller
FURNITURE REFINISHING Funeral Home,the ministers and
All work guaranteed. Free pick the donors of food and beautiful
up and delivery. Free estimate flowers,Antique or natural finish. Jerr
The Family of Frank Hall
a
.
Fl
753-3045.
,
McCoy
ITP

MECHANIC WANTED: 5 day
work week. Commission with
guarantee. Apply in person to
Sanders & Purdom Motor Sales,
J15C
1406 West Main.

WILL CLEAN up houses. Ptallne
JI5C
753-9691.

FOR SALE

insurance
losses dip

.NICE DOUBLE room and single
room forUniversity girl students.
Near campus. Phone 753-6719
ABC
atter 5:00 p.m.

WANTED TO BUY

CALL COLLECT
901'424-7340
Carpet Mfg. Outlet
of
Jackson, Tenn

28 Parent (roth:mt.)
29 E44-shaped
30 Strained
33 Singing voice
34 Prefix: with
35 Things, in lair
37 Arrow
poison
38 Exclamation
39 Defeats
41 Symbol for
tin
42 Discloses
45 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
46 Spanish
plural
artic is
48 Means
49 A state
(abbr.)
SO Drink of
the gods
52 Chauffeur
54 Barracudas
55 Style of
automobile

TORMITIS
Eat Your Home

i5
33 Historical
records
36 Taken illegaiiy
37 Small island
38 Declares
39 Loud
noose
40 Scorch

43 Send forth
44 Helps
47 Drink
slowly
49 The have
51 Symbol
for xenon
53 Cyptinood
fish
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DOWN
1 Chief

2'Finish
3 Three-toed
sloth

Distr. by United Tatum Syodicate, Inc.

5

•

OBSERVING an observation helicopter forced to land by
engine failure, a crowd watches as the craft is lifted
from a downtown street in Saigon. South Vietnam.
41"
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LOST 8L FOUND
EIGHT GAS space heaters with
buy; logs and standinz
thermostats and stacks vented. WANT TO
Also have for sale lumber
615.00 each. Phone 474-2288. J18C timber.
LOST: BOYS glasses in black
and sawdust.-Murray Saw Mill
753-4147. case between Murray, High and
Phone
Co.
Lumber
and
USED TRAILERS: presently
TFC Vine Street, Phone 753-5877. .118C
rented. Need to sell before next
semester, Also one building lot
NOTICE
NOTICE
for 4-pies and one for duplex.
.24
Phone 753-6234 or 753-6202. J18C

WAS

ROAC14119
Carry Germs
CST RIO Of

-

PESTS

1968 MOBILE HOME,New Moon.
1961 CADILLAC hearse.' Good
'Excellent shape. Priced to sell. condition throughout. Air con753Phone
good.
Location
Can be
J15P ditioned front and rear.
6737.
J20C
seen at 304 South 16th.
,PORTABLE TYPEWRITER,
753good shape. Cheap. Phone
J15P 1066 FIARLANE GT, maroon,
6737
engine in
off white interior, 390
per excellent shape. Good tires.
118
of
S
PAYMENT
ASSUME
piano. Priced to sell. See at 101 Clark
w month on small spinet
for inStreet or phone 753-4572
1,each's Music Center, 753J15P
JI9C
formation.
7575.
FOR SALE OR, TRADE

. Rent
6 Sufferer trom
Hansen's
disease
11 Kindly
12 Pressed
14 Young boy
15 Rosters
17 Resort
18 Paid notice
19 Instructor
21 Teutonic deity
22 Loved one*
24 Nogre9fi 25 Verve
27 Spanish for _

$169.00

SIX WEANING pigs. Phone 435•1TNC
5221.

cc,
- 1970 HONDA motorcycle, 750
J15P
753-7930.
Phone
nett.
-like

Property

MUSIC MAJOR at University
will teach private lessons, piano
or violin in students home. Phone
J19C
A GOOD MAN to fill vacancy in 753-3549.
Texas
Represent
area.
Murray
FURNISHED MOBILE home on
Oil Company. Air mail G. T.
PART TIME secretarial work
Kentucky Lake, 10 miles from
NEW YORK (UPI): UnDickerson, Pres., Southwestern available. Good qualifications.
Shores,
in
Panorama
Murray
derwriting losses for propTex.
Ft.
Corp.,
Worth,
Petroleum
J16C erty-liability insurance
Phone 753-8147.
two bedrooms, 15x15 ft. living
„.
J16C
room,
room, seperate dining
dropped to $275 million in
central electric teat and air
FOR ALL your home alterations, the last two quarters of
conditioning. New appliances, WANTED: WOMEN TO do house repairs, remodeling, etc., new or 1970, compared with 8500
including washer. On private lot. cleaning, one day a week, in- old. Free estimates. Call 753-6123. million in 1970, the Insurn Institute
TFC cluding ironing. Phone' 753-8263
Phone 436-5571.
February 15NC ance Informatio
reported.
J18C
after 5:00p.m.
GENERAL REPAIRING, odd
At the same time, premONE BEDROOM furnished
jobs, painting. Phone 435-5802. ium volume increased 13
apartment. Couples only. Phone
J21C
753-5079.
J15C WANTED: EXPERIENCED
per cent to $32.8 billion
baby sitter to sit in my home.
Two children. Must provide own WILL KEEP elderly lady in and dividend and interest
income rose from $1.7 bilAVAILABLE NOW, Mobile transportation. Phone 753-9607
home. Private room available.
lion to $1.9 billion.
home, private lot. Includes after 5:00p.m.
J15eP Phone 753-8166 after 6:00 p.m.
predicted
institute
The
water. $69.00 Phone 753-8333, if no
J18C
that the number of stolen
answer call after 5:00p.m. J15C
cars in the new year would
,i01:Y
WANTED
increase by some 1 million,
NOTICE
EXTRA NICE 10x50, two
'costing the industry $I bilWANTED: ACREAGE or old lion.
bedroom trailer. Pretty shady
farm, 80 acres approximately.
Major disasters such as
1
and grass lawn. One mile from 11.11.1=11111.1.11111111.0
From owner. Some tillable rest hurricane Celia cost 8450
city, available January 16. Can
pasture. State price in first letter. million while jet hijackWALL TO WALL CARPET
be seen anytime. Phone 753M. Brown, General Delivery, ings, a new type of case,
J16P
5109.
J16P may have cost $20 million
ILurray,Kentucky.
We will furnish
or more.
LARGE FURNISHED apartand completely install
losses
from
Economic
TO buy electric trains
WANT
ment, complete with kitchen, gas
auto losses were down 3.5
3 full rooms or up to
for
I,
February
any
Lionel,
American Flyer or
heat. Available
per cent in 1970 but crime
360 sq. ft. of 100 percent
age or condition. Phone 753-2707 losses were up 10 per cent.
four boys. Phone 753-3143. J16C
nylon carpet with tackless
J29NC
Murray,Ky.
installation over heavy
Couple
trailer.
BEDROOM
ONE
duty sponge padding
or one person only. See B.B. Dill
for the total price of
1.1 %NI•IS
fiCEN ‘f,VIZE
at Dill's Trailer Court. No phone
400 THINK
J18C
calls please.
AftnoT
FUTAE
-54€
arrangtd
furnished
Budget terms
ROOM
THREE
apartment with private bath and Jot:Free Home
Demonstration
entrance. For one or two college
Day cut Night
boys. blear University. Low rent.
318P
Phone 753-5921.

;.1068 RUNABOUT BOAT with 1969
Evinrude motor, 55 HP. In ex- SIAMESE KITTEN. Reasonably
cellent condition. With two set./ af priCed. Phone 753-2670 after 5:00
skis and life jackets. Phone 753- p.m.
J18P
J15P
-7930.
LOVELY . SIAMESE kittens.
work
Very reasonably priced. Phone
HEAVY
. EXTREMELY
12:00 and after
liable. Three feet high, five feet 753-3116 before
J18P
long.
feet
5:00p.m.
eight
about
and
wide
heavily
four's,
by
,Legs are four
braced. See at Ledger and
AUTOS FOR SALE
J16NC
Times.

•

CARD OF THANKS

FENTON & HODGE

FORMER TV SERVICE
/Raw
CENTER BUILDING
on South 4th Street.
Including: Sauna bath,
HELP WANTED
TV display room, offi
lots of parking space.7
WOMEN! DO you need extra
For More information call
money to help with winter exGUY SPANN REALTY
penses? Earn up to $4.00 per hour
Phone 753-7724
in spare time as a Vanda Beauty
J10C
TFC
Counselor,753-1711.

4 Transactions
5 lamb's
pen name
6 Flexible
7 Gaelic
8 River in Italy
9 Abstract being
10 Amend
11 Merry
13 Mend with
cotton
16 Marked with
clews
19 Kind of
race horse
20 Holds in
area regard
23 Passageway
26 Dips out
28 Pronoun
29 Exclamation
31 Artificial
language
32 Company
(abbr.)

ACROSS

25 ACRES with four room house
not quite finished, basement,
reasonable. Two miles west of
Lynn Grove, turn at Crittenten's
Store,south two miles. Phone 435J21C
5802.

MONROLA - COLOR TV
MOTOROLA - BLACK & WHITE TV
MOTOROLA - STEREOS
MOTOROLA - RADIOS
We Service all major Brands TVs, Stereos, Radios

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR RENT

AUTOS FOR SALE

10 x 55 MOBILE home, fully
carpeted, furnished, air conditioned, underpenned, antenna,
sell,
Must
gas.
natural
graduating. 14A Shady Oaks, 753.118P
9519.

TWELVE WEANING
Phone 435-4725.

- Irishes Curtin
fling cou1,000 in a
rmingham,
ve nearly
away. He
shillings a
"Ni,t all
wrong."
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-1" condition Also Remington
J I6C
Murray. Kentucky.
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J
32
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Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summer

111
1 2
1
1
A
''
,

LU Abner
vimam.•

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control
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100 S. 13th Street

Murray, Ky.
Ptme-1-53-39 .flay .Mite ,
Home Wined and Operated Over 2.0 Year
v• Licensed by State of Kentucky
-Member etamber of Commerce
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(Continued From Page One)

Court on Thursday, the group
voted to increase the salary of
Gordon Moody, treasurer, from
Robertson.
8200 to $250 per month.
The Faxon School Honor Roll
(Reg. U.S. Pat. off.)
SEMESTER
Mrs. Verna McKee, Surplus
for the third six weeks period and
tional
Interna
Fifth Grade—Mark Darnell, By United Press
for
Director
for the first semester has been
y. Commodity
—Deput
ES
ge,
ANGEL
Eldrid
Tena
LOS
Doyle,
Cindy
, submitted her
County
ay
Callow
announced and is as follows:
Bugllt
Vincen
d,
ey
Garlan
Attorn
y
District
Sheila Evans, Beverl
THIRD SIX WEEKS
case resieatior effective March 0
Brenda Hicks, Jerry Houston, osi, summing up his
1971, as she will be moving with
Fourth Grade—Eddie Don
leader
cult
Paul
,
hippie
Morris
t
agains
Regina
Kirks,
Glen
her family from Murray.
Turner, Lexie Turley, Mike
is
who
n,
ia
Manso
Patric
s
,
Charle
Guy, Chris Mathis
The Court voted to pay the full
Thomas, Tammy Jo Rudolph,
a
aBianc
Tate-L
McKinney, Richie Morris and charged in the
$90 per month salary to Mrs.
Mary Denny, Angela Noel, Ricky
s:
killing
Ross.
Tim
Cunningham, Brenda Miller, Ken
doesn't Maude C,ohoon who is the atManson
Sixth Grade—Debbie Brooks, "Charles
Morris. Keith Wicker. Robby
are tendant at the Women's Rest
,
lives
Byerly
_
Brown, Terry
think other peoples'
Parrish, Tammy Hargrovez Leanna
located in the basement of
Green, Ricky Horton, worth anything, but he doesn't Room,
Ricky
Robinson, David
court house. Previously the
Patricia
the
,
his
own
about
Morris
way
that
Teri
feel
,
Jerry Morris
Cohoon, Ricky Hale, William
Donna life. He is fighting desperately county had been paying 850 and
Outland,
Tammy
Pittman, Rose Marie Ross,
the the city 840 per month, but the
Stom, Sherri for his life."
Sandra
Smith,
Rhonda Underhill, Renee Overby
county will now pay the full
Leesa
ge,
Eldrid
, Debra
Karen Bynum, Patty Bynum, Thomas Janice Hughes, Linda
salary. The rest room is open
ent
Presid
—
WASHINGTON
,
Sharon Adams, Marion Adams, Gordon
each day, Monday through
sNixon, predicting the congre
Miller and Chucky Spees.
and Clara Chaney.
Saturday.
fstate-o
his
Blacky
to
n
—Beck
reactio
Grade
ti
sional
,event
Don Brock, Mrs. Whit Imes,
Fifth Grade—Elaine ford, Donna Boggess, Sharon the-union message next week:
Overby, Solon Bucy, and
James
times
,
35
"I'll be interrupted
Blankenship, Marc Darnell, Buchanan, Debbie Bynum
Rev. William Porter appeared
mean
f,
won't
ge,
Ftickho
it
a
Eldrid
and
Vaness
se
Tena
Doyle,
applau
by
Karen
Doyle,
Cindy
before the court in the interest of
Sheila Evans, Beverly Garland, Sandra Pogue, Bonnie Smith, a thing."
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